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ABSTRACT 
 
KRISTIN NOELLE GIBSON: The Continuing Significance of Region: An Exploration of 
the Relationship between Residence, Regional Identity, Symbolic Understanding, and Racial 
Tolerance  
(Under the direction of Larry J. Griffin) 
 
    There continues to be a significant difference in the level of racial tolerance found in the 
South vs. the non-South heading into the new millennia; however despite the number of 
articles that use region as a possible causal factor of racial attitudes, beyond serving as a 
demographic control, there is a lack of discussion regarding why region is expected and does 
have an impact on attitudes. I am suggesting that regional identification and symbolic 
understanding of the region might explain why southerners exhibit greater racial intolerance 
than residents of other regions. Both measures offer a way of empirically testing how 
peoples’ attitudes might be linked to their identity as a member of a regional group. Using a 
combination of bivariate crosstabulation and logistic regression, this paper assesses what 
effect the addition of the mediating mechanisms has on the original effect of residence on 
attitudes.   
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CHAPTER I 
OBJECTIVE AND BACKGROUND 
The concept of regional identity among white inhabitants of the South has been 
widely accepted and supported by both scholars and the general public. One aspect of that 
identity which has been of great interest to politicians, journalists, and researchers is the 
persistence of racially prejudiced attitudes among white southerners. Historian Ulrich B. 
Phillips suggested that this racial intolerance and belief in white supremacy could be thought 
of as “the cardinal test of a southerner” and the “central theme of southern history” (Phillips 
1928). Over 75 years later, most experts argue that the South has progressed beyond this 
limited identity marker (Reed 1993), but many studies continue to provide abundant evidence 
that white southerners still demonstrate more anti-black prejudice, are less supportive of 
race-targeted public policy, and engage more frequently in race-based negative stereotyping 
than their non-southern counterparts (Dixon and Rosenbaum 2004; Firebaugh and Davis 
1988; Glaser and Gilens 1997; Middleton 1976; Quillian 1996; Steeh and Schuman 1992; 
Wilson 1986).   
Such studies have contributed to a body of literature suggesting that the persistence of 
white southerners’ racially intolerant attitudes is in some largely unspecified way linked to 
their exposure to southern culture. While John Reed’s claim that “By the 1950s, support for 
segregation had become less common among educated Southerners, … among urban 
Southerners, …outside the conventionally defined Deep South, …among those who had 
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lived outside the South or were often exposed to the mass media …” (Reed 1982) is accurate; 
it is important to note that the majority of the work done on the South and racial attitudes 
shows  that white southerners continue to be significantly less racially tolerant,  even once 
controlling for demographic characteristics (age, education level, income, rural vs. urban 
upbringing) that are usually thought to influence personal levels of tolerance (Glaser 1994; 
Quillian 1996; Tuch 1987; Wilson 1996). 
But interpretation of this effect is complicated by looking at the role southern identity 
plays in the attitudes of black southerners. Despite not being commonly thought of as 
southerners, blacks self-identify as southern at rates comparable to or even exceeding that of 
self-identified white southerners (Black and Reed 1982; Griffin, Evenson, and Thompson 
2005). Unlike their white counterparts, however, black respondents are no less tolerant than 
African Americans in the North. One study in particular found that southern blacks are more 
likely to be racially tolerant than non-southern blacks (Black and Reed 1982), expressing 
greater levels of ‘warmth’ for southern and non-southern whites. The data used in this paper 
supports their results—the differences between black southerners’ and black non-
southerners’ racial attitudes are not as great in magnitude (nor do most of those comparisons 
reach statistical significance) as those found between white southerners and white non-
southerners1. Therefore, the role that region plays in shaping residents’ racial tolerance 
appears to operate differently for white southerners than it does for black southerners.  
                                                 
1
 Looking at data from 9 merged Southern Focus Polls (Fall 91, Spring 92, Fall 92, Spring 93, Fall 94, Fall 95, 
Spring 97, Spring 98, and  Spring 99), I confirmed that my data reflected prior research: blacks who lived in the 
South were as likely to identify as southern as whites who lived in the South (72.5% vs. 73.8%). Then, I 
explored the bivariate relationships between southern vs. non-southern residence and racial attitude items for 
whites and blacks separately.  I found that for blacks only one of the relationships (the three I used to make this 
comparison were the relationships between residence and attitude towards interracial dating, residence and 
belief that affirmative action causes reverse discrimination, and residence and support of integration) achieved 
statistical significance: support for integration which indicated a weak relationship between residency and 
support for integration (.12). However, for whites all of the relationships were significant. The gamma values 
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 What is it about living in the South or growing up in the South that encourages racial 
intolerance among whites? Beyond controlling for such covariates as education or income, 
little work has been done to determine or establish the causal reasoning behind the 
association between southern culture and racial prejudice. My goal is to explore this 
relationship by suggesting two possible mechanisms that could explain the link between 
southern residence and racial intolerance.  
First, the relationship between residence and racial attitudes might be mediated for 
whites through self-identification as a ‘southerner’. Whether one personally identifies and 
proclaims oneself as a ‘southerner’ (as opposed to being assigned that identity by an outsider 
or simply living in the region) is likely to be dependent on whether one sees and thinks of 
oneself as belonging to and being a representative of that regional group. People who have 
attributes and attitudes that both they and others feel are indicative of ‘southerness’ will be 
more likely to self-identify as southern than those people who do not see themselves as 
having those qualities and thus, choose not to identify with their region. There is evidence 
that about a quarter of all geographic southerners do not self-identify as southern; they 
perceive important differences between their own set of beliefs and the beliefs of a 
prototypical southerner (Griffin 2006; Reed 1982).Those who claim a southern identity might 
be those who believe that their attitudes and behaviors correspond with conventional white 
                                                                                                                                                       
for whites indicated a rather weak relationship between residence and belief that affirmative action led to 
reverse discrimination (.17), a weak to moderate relationship (.29) between residence and support of integration, 
and a solidly moderate relationship between residence and objection to interracial dating (.51).  Even if the 
other two relationships for blacks would have reached statistical significance, their gamma levels for these 
relationships were consistently much lower (.02) for the affirmative action item and .26 for the interracial dating 
item), which further highlights the less significant role southern residence plays in influencing the racial 
attitudes of blacks.  
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“southern” practices and who feel warmth toward the region and its inhabitants2. If racial 
intolerance has been seen by both southerners and non-southerners historically as being a 
marker of white southern identity (Cash 1941; Phillips 1928), self-identified southerners 
should be less racially tolerant than those southerners who do not see themselves as 
southerners.  
The second mechanism I am exploring that might further explain the relationship 
between southern residence and attitudes among whites is the role of their symbolic 
understandings of the South. Members of a particular culture often choose elements to 
symbolize their culture as a whole. Symbolization is a process through which its members 
both establish and make sense of their identity and offer an image of itself to outsiders that 
they likely believe to be emblematic and representative (Schudson 1989; Swidler 1986). 
These symbols offer insight into how one defines one’s culture and how one defines oneself 
as a member of that culture. Because there are always numerous elements one can select as 
being representative, the symbol that a cultural member chooses is likely to vary from 
member to member. Therefore, the multiple ways by which a person defines or describes the 
South is likely to be correlated with the multiple meanings people attach to their own 
‘southerness’.  Of particular interest to my own project, and to the very meaning of the South 
and its history, is how white southerners make symbolic use of the South’s oppressive racial 
past. I explore symbolic understandings of the South to determine the degree to which 
                                                 
2
 Using data from the 9 merged SFPs, whether one currently lives in the South (gamma: .96) or has ever lived in 
the South (.90), how close one feels to other southerners (.76), having a southern accent as rated by the 
interviewer (.91), having a southern accent as rated by the respondent (.92), being interested in southern history 
(.53), growing up in the South (.95), living in the Deep South (.87), growing up in the Deep South (.93), and 
how long one has lived in the South (-.84) all were significant moderate to strong indicators of whether or not a 
respondent identified as southern. Demographic variables such as gender, age, education, income, political party 
identification, and political ideology either did not reach significance or were only weakly related. Surprisingly, 
items such as level of support for Confederate flag (.10) and the amount of meaning the Civil War has for 
respondents (-.04) were only weakly (albeit significantly) related to whether or not a person identified as 
southern.  
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whites’ symbolic representations of the region both affect their own racial attitudes and 
mediate the relationship between region/residency and racial intolerance. The later objective 
will require me to assess the dependence of symbolic representation on whites’ region of 
residency.  
 Region of residency is frequently used as a control variable in studies of social 
phenomenon, but scholars offer little explanation as to why the researcher would expect to 
see regional differences in behavior or attitudes, or to why and how region structures racial 
attitudes.  Instead, research usually just documents the existence of regional differences. My 
goal is to establish conceptual clarity about what is meant by the variable region. What are 
researchers trying to measure when they include region as a control variable in their models? 
Is it geographic location, a regional identity, or a regional culture? Although I am specifically 
addressing the role of region in attitude research, I am also studying the extent of racial 
intolerance (one of the most frequent identity markers placed upon the white South) among 
white southerners and determining if racial tolerance correlates more strongly with region of 
residence, self-identified southern identity, or a symbolic understandings of the South. I will 
use data from nine Southern Focus Polls (Fall 1991, Spring 1992, Fall 1992, Spring 1993, 
Fall 1994, Fall 1995, Spring 1997, Spring 1998, and Spring 1999) to address this question: 
After accounting for both southerners’ self-ascribed identity and use of particular symbols, 
does the original relationship found in the literature between southern region of residence and 
racial intolerance still exist?3 
 I question the validity and the utility of researchers continuing to use the variable 
”region” without explaining how region influences attitudes and behaviors and why 
                                                 
3
 Although as noted in the Analysis section, for multivariate models I only look at two polls: Fall of 1991 and 
Spring of 1997, only one of which contains geographic diversity.  This decision is explained in further detail in 
the following sections.  
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researchers expect to see interregional differences in their research.  I expect the residency 
effect to be mediated by the two mechanisms just discussed. If I do find differences in this 
supposed homogeneous groups’ level of racial tolerance once southern identity and symbolic 
understanding of the South are controlled, then future researchers should reconsider the 
legitimacy of depicting white southerners as being uniform in their attitudes and behaviors 
while at the same time wholly unique from the rest of the country.   
Southerners have been historically “othered”-regarded as different from “real” 
Americans. Recent evidence reveals that this othering process still occurs (Smith 1990). 
White southerners are perceived by non-southerners as less hardworking, less intelligent, and 
more criminal than white non-Southerners. However, despite their perceived outsider status, 
white southerners have recently exerted a strong influence on national politics (Knuckey 
2005; Valentino and Sears 2005) as this constituency over the last 30 years has become the 
most solidly Republican constituency in the nation, voting as a powerful bloc. Their votes are 
deciding who wins elections and the type of platforms those candidates must espouse and 
implement in order to gain and retain the support of this influential group. In this manner, the 
white South, its values and beliefs, has become important to all of the U.S.  Knowledge of 
those values gained by empirical study, as opposed to relying on stereotypes, will shed light 
on the real differences (if any) that exist between the white South and the rest of the nation, 
allowing more informed speculation on the ways in which the region might continue to 
influence national politics and culture.  
 
 
CHAPTER II 
 
LITERATURE REVIEW 
 
Racial Intolerance and the Role of Region  
 
There has existed in social science research from the mid-twentieth century onward 
an interest in discovering what factors inhibit greater racial tolerance in the United States. 
Sociologists in the 1950s and 1960s were quick to pinpoint that southern residence or 
upbringing was a key factor in determining what type of racial attitudes respondents held 
(Eddy 1964; Pettigrew 1957; 1959; Sheatsley 1966; Sims and Patrick 1936). Sheatsley 
(1966), for example, found in 1963 that whites who lived in the South  had a mean score of 
2.54 on a pro-integration scale (ranging from 0 to 8, with “8” being the most pro-
integrationist), while whites outside of the South had a mean score almost twice that value 
(4.97). Pettigrew (1959) similarly found a large difference in the means of southern white 
respondents and non-southern white respondents on a scale measuring anti-black prejudice 
/support for exclusion-discrimination practices. These early empirical studies presented 
findings unanimously suggesting a direct link between whites’ residence in the South and 
racial prejudice, a link that continued to remain statistically significant once demographic 
controls (sex, age, and education) were introduced. However, the strength of these early 
conclusions is diminished by the lack of random sampling most of the studies employed (the 
Eddy [1964], Pettigrew [1957], and Sims and Patrick [1936] utilized only college students) 
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and their very small sample size (i.e. Pettigrew’s 1959 work looked at only 180 non-
southerners and 186 southerners).  
These early studies were also plagued by a limited conceptualization of southern 
identity, which was not directly studied; instead, whether or not one was considered southern 
was generally proxied by determining where one currently resided or, in the case of the 
college students, whether one was born in the South and attended school there. Perhaps 
aware that residency was not the only indicator of ‘southerness’, most researchers tried to 
differentiate between southern and non-southern migrants (those who were born in one 
region, but now reside in the other) vs. life-long southern and non-southern residents (Eddy 
1964; Pettigrew 1957; Sims and Patrick 1936). Their findings that migrants had attitudes that 
were usually positioned between the two endpoints of non-southern racial tolerance and 
southern intolerance lent credence to the notion that there was some unidentified quality 
stemming from southern birth, socialization, and/or residence that led to more prejudiced 
racial views. It seemed to be an underlying assumption among several of the authors that this 
link was the consequence of the predominant role that southern history continued to play in 
southern culture —that is, the traditional belief in the genetic inferiority of blacks and 
superiority of whites (Pettigrew 1959; Quinn 1954). It was this set of beliefs that allowed the 
South’s ‘peculiar institution’ of slavery to be so widely supported within the region and that 
also justified so many whites in the South’s support of Jim Crow statutes, de jure and de 
facto segregation close to a century later. However, this explanation was never adequately 
tested.  
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Cultural, Psychological, and Historical Rationales 
These early studies formed the theoretical basis of one of the more important 
perspectives still found in contemporary racial attitudes literature: the cultural theory. The 
authors who employ this theory do not altogether agree on its name: for instance, Dixon and 
Rosenbaum referred to it as the ‘cultural theory’ (2004), Middleton deemed it the ‘sub-
cultural tradition of racial prejudice’ (1976), and Quillian (1996) named it the ‘cultural 
continuity’ theory. Yet, the shared assumption behind this theory is that the development of 
prejudice and stereotypes is a cultural process with localized and historicized conditions 
shaping how majority group members justify their superiority and their negative collective 
images of minority group members (Blumer 1958). Through numerous socialization 
practices (i.e. adults ‘model’ appropriate behavior and efficiently suppress childhood 
behavior/attitudes that defy social norms), particularly the transmission of social norms that 
strictly define how majority group members interact with minority group members (Quinn 
1954), these values are passed on to future generations. This allows remnants of these 
cultural attitudes to persist over long periods of time even once the social structures that gave 
rise to them have disappeared.  
Quillian (1996) describes this link between the South’s heritage and present day 
attitudes with his concept of ‘cultural continuity’ and suggests (but does not empirically test) 
two mechanisms through which the South’s history of slavery and discrimination continues 
to influence white southerners. The first is ‘Southern acculturation’, that is the process by 
which white southerners learn to think of themselves as being descendants of a particular 
cultural group with their own traditions and values. The second mechanism is societal 
pressure to conform to regional norms about race. Borrowing from Reed (1982), Griffin 
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(2005) explains that a similar concept, ‘southern social psychology’ is a particular mindset 
found in white southerners resulting from a history of sectional conflict with northerners, a 
mindset that is characterized as being “a largely defensive regional solidarity among white 
southerners” (6). Reed (1982) notes, “If Southern culture is partly an adaptation to external 
threat, its vitality has no doubt been reinforced by continuing attacks on the ‘Southern way of 
life’.” (26)4 This shared sense of identity, characterized as being historically resistant to 
forced change from outside agents, presumably accounts for the ability of the contemporary 
white South to maintain beliefs that the rest of the nation (at least publicly) denounces and 
shuns. From the cultural perspective, the persisting gap between non-southern and southern 
racial tolerance is the product of the social institutions and the social relations of the ‘Old 
South’ towards both blacks and non-southerners (i.e. slavery, North vs. South agitation, and 
Jim Crow). The legacy of white supremacist attitudes and strong regional identity those 
institutions shaped and encouraged has persisted into the present, even though the structural 
causes behind their initial formation have been eliminated.  
If the structural causes behind the South’s greater levels of racial intolerance have 
been largely dismantled, what has allowed such attitudes to persist over such a long period of 
time?  Authors that have been instrumental in defining the existing distinctiveness of 
southern culture in terms of its inhabitants’ general attitudes, beliefs, and behaviors have 
made little comment on the logic behind this proposed link between whites’ southerness and 
their racial intolerance. John Shelton Reed (1982), while not denying the role of race 
relations in shaping regional identity among white southerners, nevertheless does not 
                                                 
4
 Southern culture is being identified as strictly white southern culture. As I noted, blacks in the South 
characterize themselves as being southern at rates almost comparable to white southerners, but unless when 
particularly specified as otherwise, the general term ‘southern culture’ is used to refer exclusively to white 
southerners. Therefore, the southern psychology mindset that Reed (1982) introduces and Griffin (2005) further 
defines is meant to describe the mindsets of not all southerners, but white southerners in particular. 
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consider contemporary racial attitudes as being a marker of southern ethnicity, instead 
highlighting that the correlation between southern identification—here, closeness to and 
interest in other southerners--and support of segregation is not as strong and uniform in 
direction as many would think. Historian Numan Bartley (1995) similarly discards the idea 
that southern culture directly (or even indirectly) leads to racial intolerance arguing that, “It 
is not completely clear why a culture shaped by whites and blacks alike should be 
particularly prone to produce psychological racism…racial problems remain in abundance in 
the South, but …they are little different from those in metropolitan areas in other parts of the 
nation.”(10). George Tindall (1976) also rejects the Phillips’ claim that racial intolerance is 
the central theme of the South—pointing out that if this was accurate, then one could expect 
that southern distinctiveness would cease to exist as regional differences in racial attitudes 
converged, an outcome he finds unlikely. While these authors took umbrage at the idea that 
racial intolerance was the central or sole marker of southern identity and culture5 , data as 
recent as the 2002 General Social Survey demonstrates that these regional differences in 
whites’ racial attitudes do exist. 
 
Table 1: Differences in Whites’ Racial Attitudes (2002 GSS) 
 South Non-South 
Racial Differences Due to  
Discrimination 
21.7%** 35.4%** 
Racial Differences Due to 
 Inborn Ability 
15.5% 10.0% 
Racial Differences Due to Lack of 
Education 
28.6%** 49.6%** 
Racial Differences Due to Lack of  55.2% 47.2% 
                                                 
5
 In many ways they are correct, the South is more than a geographic region marked by historical racial 
inequality and white supremacist attitudes. Reed (1982, 1983, 1986) in particular has highlighted in his many 
works a wide range of attitudes and behaviors that define or set apart southerners from residents of other parts 
of the country.  
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Will 
Support Anti-Interracial Marriage 
Law 
19.6%** 6.0%** 
Blacks Shouldn’t Push for Equality 28.4%** 8.7%** 
Govt. Spends Too Much on  
Blacks’ Condition 
30.6%** 43.5%** 
Govt. Spends Too Much on 
Assistance to Blacks 
43.5%** 25.9%** 
Govt. Should Provide Aid to  
Blacks 
7.4% 14.1% 
2002 GSS crostabulations between racial attitude items and region for white respondents. Relationships were 
significant at the .05 level with those ones indicated by an ** significant at the .001 level.  
 
The “New” South: Racially Tolerant or Secretly Biased  
    Unfortunately, there has been little empirical work on the causal reasoning behind the 
assertion of this link between southern residence and racial intolerance. Most contemporary 
research seems to be content with simply providing evidence that the gap still exists, with 
recent research providing divergent answers to the question of whether the gap is decreasing. 
Tuch (1987) found that in the each year of his study white southerners did exhibit a solidly 
more intolerant view of blacks, integration, and interracial dating/marriages than white non-
southerners. However, the actual difference in scores between the two regions steadily 
decreased over that time frame (1972-1985), prompting Tuch to suggest eventual regional 
convergence. Firebaugh and Davis (1988) and Smith (1981) found similar trends throughout 
the 1980s. While the effect of Southern residence did not disappear once controls for a 
variety of demographic factors, education, income, age, and gender, were introduced, the 
percentage of southerners holding such attitudes was steadily decreasing largely due to what 
was felt to be cohort replacement (Firebaugh and Davis 1988) and rising levels of 
educational attainment (Quillian 1996). A few studies concluded otherwise. Most notably, 
Steeh and Schuman (1992) found little evidence of regional convergence during the 1980s; 
on only two of the twelve racial items did southern whites become racially liberal at a faster 
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pace than nonsouthern whites, while most of the other items indicated neither convergence 
nor divergence. Therefore, despite disagreements in the literature concerning whether 
regional differences in racial attitudes are converging over time, the preponderance of current 
literature suggests that regional differences have decreased in magnitude over the years, but 
these differences do still exist and are significant.  
    Some authors have noted that some of this apparent change in white southerners’ racial 
attitudes could be due more to social desirability bias than to actual change in beliefs (Krysan 
1998; Kuklinski, Cobb, & Gilens 1997). Measuring white racial attitudes is more difficult 
because it is no longer so socially acceptable to voice racially prejudiced statements, 
particularly to strangers. While some have applauded this historical development-- that it is 
no longer socially desirable for a white southerner openly to define himself or herself as a 
racist (Reed 1993)--others  describe this change in more negative terms as evidence of a 
‘hidden’ South as opposed to a ‘changing’ South (Kuklinski et al. 1997; Yancey 2001). 
Using an unobtrusive experimental survey design, Kuklinski, Cobb, and Gilens (1997) found 
that 42% of whites living in the South in 1991 express anger at the thought of a black family 
moving in next door, four times the rate for the rest of the country. Similarly, whites living in 
the South expressed much more anger towards affirmative action than white respondents 
living in other regions, 98% vs. 42%. A 1994 replication of their experimental design found 
that 63% of southerners as opposed to 11% of non-southerners expressed anger towards 
interracial dating among teenagers. Using a typical questionnaire design as a point of 
comparison, they found that close to 40% of southerners admitted interracial dating angers 
them. So while a sizable minority of white southerners did still indicate their displeasure, 
approximately 25% of white southerners who indicated anger at interracial dating on the 
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unobtrusive measure refrained to do so when directly asked (Kuklinski and Cobb 1998). 
Their findings lend support to the argument that the decrease in regional differences in racial 
attitudes (as well as the general decrease in the national level of racial intolerance) is a result 
not just of rising levels of educational attainment and cohort replacement, but also a result of 
people being more likely to know what not to say in public and thus, refraining from offering 
opinions thought politically incorrect, ignorant, or morally reprehensible. When offered 
assurances that even the researchers will not be able to gauge their ‘true’ answers, 
Kuklinski’s data reveals that people are more likely to voice racial attitudes that they know to 
be publicly discouraged.  
Other evidence supporting this concept of a ‘hidden’ as opposed to ‘changing’ South 
comes from the realm of political science where several different studies have illustrated the 
salience of race in contemporary southern culture. The role that racial attitudes played in the 
political realignment of the South--its shift from being solidly Democrat (“the party of our 
fathers”) to largely Republican--has become a subject of interest for political scientists 
looking to establish a link between region, partisanship, and racial attitudes (Knuckey 2005; 
Valentino and Sears 2005). Using National Election Studies data, Valentino and Sears (2005) 
found that whites in the South, but not the North who hold negative black stereotypes were 
significantly more likely to identify with and vote for the Republican party in the 1990s. 
Similarly, Knuckey (2005) found that racial resentment had a large and significant effect on 
partisanship in the South during the 1994 and 2000 elections. Yancey (2001) reported that 
38% of South Carolinians voted against a proposition to remove the anti-miscegenation 
clause in the state constitution.  Two studies exploring voters’support for state flags that 
incorporate the Confederate flag found that whites who held particularly racist attitudes—not 
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those that simply identify with southern history or culture—were more supportive of the state 
flags (Orey 2004; Reingold and Wike 1998).6 Thus, the research that comes from political 
science strongly suggests that while white southerners might not indicate their true feelings 
towards race items on survey questionnaires, the importance of race to white southerners is 
clearly indicated by their voting behavior and expressed political preferences.  
Residence vs. Regional Identity 
One of the deficits in much of this work is that, similar to the early studies of region 
and racial attitudes, arguments are usually couched in terms that link southern identity/being 
southern to racial intolerance, but southern identity is measured solely by one’s current 
region of residence. Few authors establish if living in the South is the same as embracing 
self-consciously southern identity. The fact that residence in the South does to a certain 
extent explain why people hold more or less tolerant racial views cannot be denied. Recent 
studies detailing the unique positioning of in-migrants’ (those who move into the South as 
adults) and out-migrants’ (those who move out of the South as adults) racial attitudes have all 
concluded that living in the South at any point in one’s life seems to be correlated with 
greater racial intolerance (Glaser and Gilens 1997; Tuch 1987; Wilson 1986). But there has 
been little work done on whether southern residence and southern identity are identical 
                                                 
6
, Reingold and Wike [1998], inspired by the work of Reed, used three questions on southern identification to 
create a Southern Identity Index. They use two questions from  Reed (1982), :“How much interest would you 
say you have in how southerners as a whole are getting along in this country?” and “Some people in the South 
feel they have a lot in common with other southerners, but others we talk to don’t feel this way so much. How 
about you?”. The third question was constructed to address what they feel were weaknesses of Reed’s 
questions. It is: “Some people look back to the days of the Civil War with pride in what the Confederacy stood 
for. Others don’t have feelings about the Confederacy one way or the other, and still others feel that the 
Confederacy was not something they are proud of. Which view comes closest to your opinion of the 
Confederacy?” From these three questions they made three indices: a Southern Identity index, Old South 
identification index, and New South identification index.  They also constructed a Racial Attitudes index in 
order to determine level of racial conservatism vs. liberalism; they found that while the Southern Identity index 
was associated with having conservative scores on the Racial Attitudes index, the relationship between the Old 
South identification index and conservative scores on the Racial Attitudes index was particularly strong. 
Multivariate logistic regression models determined that it was conservatism on the Racial Attitudes index that 
offered the best explanation of support for the Georgia flag, not any of identity indexes.    
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concepts or simply identical in effect. It is important that one not make a false theoretical 
leap and assume that residence in the South is an adequate measure of southern identity. 
Research has shown that a significant percentage (about 25%) of ‘southerners’ reject 
that identity either because they do not agree with/do not possess the attributes they feel 
distinguish one as being southern or because they are not accepted or defined by other 
southerners as being a member of that group (Griffin, Evenson, and Thompson 2005).   Thus, 
whether one self-identifies as being southern is not just related to where one lives, but is 
often associated with how one sees oneself, how other group members perceive one, and how 
non-group members perceive one. Having traditional or stereotypical ‘southern’ attributes 
such as an accent, conservative political opinions, or a high degree of religiosity is often 
correlated with whether or not one self-identifies as southern. Griffin et al. (2005) looked at 
who chooses to claim a southern identity, as opposed to those who do not, in terms of 
whether respondents were ‘most ascriptively southern’ (life-long residents with an accent) or 
‘least ascriptively southern’ (not life-long residents and lacking an accent). They found that 
even southerners who were racial or religious minorities but were also ‘most ascriptively 
southern’ claimed to be southerners at very high rates (75% and greater). However, their 
work also highlighted that not all of the ‘most ascriptively southern’ respondents identified as 
being southern. These ‘lapsed’ southerners are examples of people who outsiders would 
surely identify as being southern, but who (for a variety of reasons) choose to not identify 
themselves with this group7. Therefore, it is central to the argument of whether southern 
                                                 
7
 These reasons might be potentially due to lack of identification with the dominant culture in the South as 
Griffin et al. (2005) note individuals outside of the racial and/or religious majority lapsed more frequently than 
individuals in the dominant group: White Protestants. It is important to note, however, that even among this 
group about 25% refrain from identifying themselves as being southern. As noted in the article, how well one 
‘fits’ with how one thinks of a southerner beyond racial or religious categories provides some explanation of 
why some white ‘geographic’ southerners do not accept the identity term of southerner. (See, also, Griffin 
2006) 
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identity further explains lack of racial tolerance that the identity term ‘southerner’ be 
measured in such a way that allows people to designate whether they consider themselves to 
be southern or not. Self-ascribed southern identity might operate as a possible mediating 
factor between residence and racial attitudes, introducing a thus far unexplored means of 
discussing the causal force behind that relationship. Self-ascribed southerners are more likely 
than mere “geographic southerners” to see themselves as having attributes that the typical 
southerner would have (Griffin 2006). Thus, self-ascribed white southerners might feel 
greater internal and societal pressure to express traditionally southern racial attitudes than 
those who do not self-identify as being a southerner. 
Symbolic Understandings of the South 
Another gap in the literature that this paper will consider and attempt to address is 
whether the South is understood and defined in similar ways for all individuals who live in 
the region. There has been no empirical study of how this image is constructed or whether 
one’s ideas of what it means to be a southerner influences not just one’s decision to claim 
that identity, but also what one interprets as being appropriate attitudes and behaviors 
befitting that identity.  Similarly, while numerous southern observers, historians, journalists, 
and writers have stressed the common “sense of place” that all southerners have, even black 
and white southerners (Franklin 1994), there has been little empirical work on how 
southerners put this shared sense of history to use or how they differentially define the shared 
place they call home. As Michael Schudson points out the past is often “instrumentalized” or 
put to work to serve some contemporary goal or interest (Schudson 1995).  While the data 
used in this paper cannot determine why southerners remember their shared past in divergent 
ways, what is apparent in these data is that Southerners, despite working with the “same” 
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past, often have opposing ideas about what best represents the South or how the South should 
be depicted.  
Social groups, like individuals, wish to maintain positive images of themselves, and 
to do this, historical events or negative interpretations of those events often must be ignored 
or expunged from the group’s collective memory (Baumeister and Hastings 1997). Since it is 
unlikely that there is consensus surrounding what a positive image of the South or a 
southerner should look like, it follows that there is not a consensus surrounding what events, 
figures, and attributes of the South should be highlighted as most representative or most 
salient. The link between history, memory, and identity has been well documented 
(Baumeister and Hastings 1997; Irwin-Zarecka 1994; Megill 1998; Thelen 1989), with 
theorists emphasizing the key roles that history and memory play in how group members see 
themselves and are seen by others. As historian David Thelen writes, “…questions about the 
construction of memory can illuminate how individuals, ethnic groups, political parties, and 
cultures shape and reshape their identities-as known to themselves and others. Those 
questions can explore how they establish their core identities, how much and what kind of 
variation they permit around that core, and what they rule out as unacceptable” (1118). I am 
looking at how history and memory in southern culture are combined and reflected in 
southerners’ choice of symbols to best define the South.  
Recent work on symbolic analysis has underscored the importance of symbolism by 
showing that there is still a significant place for myths in contemporary societies (Gusfield 
and Michalowicz 1984). Reed (1982:27) relates the importance of understanding the myths 
southerners hold about their past as a means of understanding their present behavior, “A 
regional group has a myth of itself that furnishes not only a basis of identification but a 
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rationale for at least some aspects of its culture. Understanding that myth may be the key to 
understanding not only how members feel toward their group but how they think and feel 
about a great deal else.” Using a cognitive approach to symbolism, which emphasizes that 
cultural contexts give symbolic meaning to objects and events beyond their simple 
instrumental meanings, I argue that the symbols respondents provide in their description of 
the South are indicative of something larger than a spontaneous reply to a survey question. 
Instead, these symbols are representative of each individual’s perception and definition of the 
South—how they describe the region to themselves and others. Thus, these definitions should 
offer insight into how individuals construct and justify other attitudes and beliefs.  
I am particularly interested in those individuals who offer symbols of the South that 
are directly or indirectly related to the region’s race relations, past or present. Southerners 
who select racial symbols are choosing to think of the South in racialized terms, 
acknowledging that it is impossible to accurately describe Southern history and culture 
without taking into account it’s highly racialized past. Whether the symbols describe a “New 
South” (e.g.; Civil Rights Movement symbols) or an “Old South” (e.g.; Civil War, the 
Confederacy, and slavery) I agree that those whites willing to confront the South’s racist past 
are likely to hold different attitudes than whites who symbolize the South in a non-racialized 
manner by citing a city, the good weather, and hospitable people. What will be harder to 
determine is the motivation behind the choice of a racialized symbol. Southern whites who 
chose racialized symbols because of their own racial tolerance and awareness would likely 
have racial attitudes very different from those who chose such symbols because of an 
entrenched pride in one’s white ancestors and their legacy.  
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Consequently, these symbols can be thought of as a tool by which southerners make 
sense of their culture, the people who inhabit it, and their own role within it. Ann Swidler 
(1986) extensively addresses the importance of thinking about culture in terms of a ‘toolkit’ 
of symbols, myths, rituals, and beliefs. The toolkit image suggests that people have a variety 
of such symbols and myths to choose from to make sense of identity issues, and people have 
the autonomy to choose certain symbols over others equally available. This view of how 
culture works is in opposition to theories that posit culture as being an overwhelming 
hegemonic force dictating to its members which symbols to identify with and select.  
Therefore, one can argue that the South offers its inhabitants a range of symbols and myths-- 
from very racist to race-neutral to racially tolerant or inclusive images-- they can utilize to 
describe their region. How southerners differentially employ their shared southern heritage to 
call upon distinct symbols to describe that heritage reflects more individual choice than 
cultural constraints.  
The symbols southerners draw on to define the South will be used as means of 
exploring the relationship between southern residence and racial attitudes. To do so, I assume 
that southern culture makes readily available diverse regional images, so the symbol one 
selects likely represents an individual’s deliberate choice of one definition or meaning of the 
South over another. I expect that the decision to highlight symbols that are historically linked 
to race relations taps into a set of beliefs regarding the role of race in the history of the South, 
and these beliefs, in turn, influence the type of racial attitudes individual southerners 
currently hold. For southerners whose racial symbol choice is motivated by racial liberalism, 
it would follow that their responses to racial tolerance items would be more positive than 
their fellow southerners; however, for those southerners whose racial symbol choice is 
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associated with their belief in “Old South” racist ideology, their attitudes towards the racial 
tolerance items should be significantly less supportive than their counterparts. A primary 
challenge this paper will face will be distinguishing between these two very different types of 
motivations behind the use of a racial symbol.  
 
CHAPTER III 
THEORETICAL EXPECTATIONS 
 
Southern Residence                                 Racial Attitudes 
Figure A. Model Derived from Literature 
The model found in the literature, illustrated in Figure A, suggests a direct 
relationship between southern residence and negative racial attitudes, one still present when 
demographic characteristics associated with increased racial intolerance are controlled. In my 
study, these characteristics are: gender, age, level of education, level of religiosity, religious 
affiliation, socioeconomic status, political party identification, level of conservatism, whether 
one lives in a rural or urban area, southern accent, and whether one grew up in the South. I 
also assess the effect of living in the Deep South (Alabama, Georgia, Louisiana, Mississippi, 
and South Carolina) versus the Peripheral South (Arkansas, Florida, Kentucky, North 
Carolina, Oklahoma, Virginia, Tennessee, and Texas) and of the amount of time one has 
lived in the South by analyzing a sub-sample comprised solely of geographic white 
southerners.  
The argument that southern whites’ racial intolerance is a consequence of such 
demographic characteristics associated with racial intolerance (e.g. low income, little 
education, and little exposure to the world outside of their small, rural communities) is not 
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supported by empirical research. Therefore, I will be looking at two additional mediating 
forces, southern self-identification and symbolic understanding of the South, which have yet 
to be explored in the literature, as a possible means of understanding what role (if any) 
residence truly plays in influencing attitudes.  
 
 Southern Residence            Southern Identification               Racial Attitudes 
  Symbolic Understanding     
 
 
Figure B. Southern Identification/Symbolic Understanding Model 
 
The first mechanism I examine as an explanation of the relationship between southern 
residence and negative racial attitudes is southern self-identification. My reasoning is 
illustrated in Figure B. One of my main goals in this paper is to take the term southern 
identity as it has been used in the bulk of the literature to refer to geographic southerners 
(people who reside in the South) and make a distinction between these geographic 
southerners and self-ascribed southerners; that is those individuals who willingly identify 
themselves as having attributes or qualities that define them as being southern both to 
themselves and others. While there is evidence that illustrates that these southerners accept 
and own this identity in a way that all geographic southerners do not, there is currently little 
work clarifying what their southern identity means to them or how self-ascribed southerners 
use this identity in their daily lives. I theorize that “being southern” is an aspect of their 
identity through which they make sense of who they are, what they are expected to believe, 
and how they are expected to behave.  Whether they accept and live up to those expectations 
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does not necessarily influence their decision to define themselves as members of the regional 
group, but it might have a strong correlation with their decision to self-identify. Others have 
spoken of the South as a region in which people are expected to conform to certain traits, and 
are ostracized if their behavior is outside of established social boundaries (Goldfield 1990; 
Reed 1982,1986; Woodward 1974). Their observations offer limited support to my argument 
that accepting a southern identity allows an individual a particular lens through which to 
perceive themselves and others.  I expect that whether or not one is a self-identified 
southerner should offer a more powerful explanation for one’s negative racial attitudes than 
whether one simply lives in the South because self-identified southerners are more likely to 
be those southerners who see themselves as upholding traditional southern values and are 
members of a regional group that has its own history and code of conduct historically rooted 
in racial inequality and white supremacy (Griffin 2004).  
 The second mechanism I propose addresses the role of symbolic understanding in 
mediating the relationship between southern residence and racial attitudes. Symbolic 
understanding offers a way of testing whether the different meanings southerners associate 
with the South shed light on why geographic southerners hold negative racial attitudes. Thus, 
I seek to explore the relationship between residence and attitudes by seeing if the meanings 
whites associate with the region lead to greater or lesser racial intolerance. I expect that 
southerners who choose to define the South in terms that highlight racialized symbols will be 
more likely to hold higher levels of racial tolerance than those southerners who offer 
symbolic understandings of the South that are race-neutral. The latter group might select such 
symbols as a conscious means of downplaying the South’s racist past and highlighting 
aspects of the region that those outside of the South might be less likely to find offensive or 
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socially unacceptable. However, complicating the interpretation of the symbolic 
understanding item is the possibility that southerners who offer race-related responses could 
be motivated by two very different reasons: either they are aware of their region’s racial past 
which has inspired a belief in racial tolerance or they are aware of how outsiders view the 
”racist”  South but are in fact proud of this past and view it as a part of their white southern 
heritage, choosing to highlight the South in racial terms despite presumed social desirability 
concerns. Given data limitations, it is, unfortunately, not possible to conclusively determine 
these motivations.  
The magnitude and significance of the relationship between residence and attitudes 
after introducing these mediating mechanisms will also be assessed. It is my belief that the 
role that residence per se plays in influencing attitudes has been overstated. Once I allow for 
the mediating role of southern identification and symbolic understanding of the South, I 
expect the effect of residence on racial attitudes to be small or non-existent.  
I will also look at the possibility of an interaction between southern identification and 
the types of symbolic understandings one uses to describe the region. Testing for this 
possible interaction will determine whether symbolic understanding “works” differently for 
those individuals who self-identify as being southern. An interaction term for identification 
and symbolic understanding will highlight if the meaning associated with one’s symbol 
choice is conditioned by one’s acceptance or denial of the “southern” label and how this 
different meaning might increase or decrease racial tolerance.  
Additionally, while the demographic variables of where one lives in the South 
(Peripheral vs. Deep South), possessing a southern accent, how long one has lived in the 
South, and whether one grew up in the South are not main variables of interest, they are 
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important components of the model. All four of these measures have been shown in prior 
research to be highly correlated with a person’s decision to claim/accept a southern identity 
(Griffin, Evenson, and Thompson 2005). Therefore in the discussion of my multivariate 
analyses results, I will additionally highlight the effect of these variables on respondents’ 
racial attitudes.  
CHAPTER IV 
RESEARCH DESIGN 
 
Data: Population and Sample 
 
 The data I use in this paper come from the Southern Focus Polls (SFPs), a series of 
surveys fielded by the Center for the Study of the American South (CSAS) and the Odum 
Institute for Research in Social Science (IRSS) at the University of North Carolina at Chapel 
Hill between 1991 and 2001. Due to the underrepresentation of southerners and southern 
interests in national polls, the goal of the Southern Focus Polls was to address that gap by 
both obtaining a representative sample of southerners and eliciting information on the 
attitudes, beliefs, or behaviors stereotypically associated with southerners or the South as a 
means of gauging the accuracy of those stereotypes and southerners’ (and in most years, non-
southerners as well) feelings towards these classifications. Items were frequently asked 
regarding people’s opinions about their feelings towards the South, its people, and its cultural 
attributes, their views on national and regional political issues, and their attitudes towards the 
contemporary South (its schools, neighborhoods, opportunities for minorities and women, 
etc.) and its history. Demographic information was also routinely collected.  
 Of the 19 polls administered, only the Fall of 1991, Spring of 1992, and Spring of 
2001 polls were limited to southerners; the others were national samples consistently 
containing southern oversamples and occasionally black oversamples (a sample taken from 
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Southern areas predetermined to have a high proportion of black residents) as well.8 The 
South is defined in the SFPs as the 11 states of the Confederacy (Alabama, Arkansas, 
Florida, Georgia, Louisiana, Mississippi, North Carolina, South Carolina, Tennessee, Texas, 
and Virginia) with the inclusion of Kentucky and Oklahoma. These states are designated as 
the South because the majority of their residents self-identified as southern. No other 
southern states had a majority of their residents self-identify as southerners. The polls were 
administered twice yearly (except for the years of 1991, 2000, and 2001 in which surveys 
were only conducted once during that year) as a telephone survey with the target population 
being English-speaking individuals 18 years of age and older. The survey utilized random 
digit dialing (RDD) with the last four digits in each telephone number randomly selected by 
computer and screened to limit calls to residences. Trained student interviewers contacted 
households, determined eligibility, and administered the survey during a survey period of 5 
to 6 weeks.  Response rates, on average, for eligible households ranged from 45% to 55%9 
and typically yielded a random sample of 800 to 1200 southerners and 400 to 500 non-
southerners.  
While all of the Southern Focus Polls offer respondents the opportunity to self-
identify as southern, racial attitudes are not as consistently obtained. My decision about 
which surveys to use is based on whether there is present at least one of three racial attitude 
                                                 
8
 It is important to note that numbers generated from the black oversample once calls were made were not 
screened by race; therefore interviews were completed with non-black residents from this sample. In the data I 
use, the number of whites obtained from the black oversample each available year was on average less than 100 
respondents, whom I chose to include as part of my overall sample. 
 
 
9
 Response Rates and Total Number of Respondents for Individual Southern Focus Polls. 
 
Fall 91 Spring 
92 
Fall 92 Spring 
93 
Fall 94 Fall 95 Spring 97 Spring 
98 
Spring 
99 
Response 
Rates 
N/A 
N=1140 
34.8% 
N=819 
46.8% 
N=1265 
51.5% 
N=1663 
54.26% 
N=1527* 
N/A 
N=1344 
58.5% 
N=1579* 
55% 
N=1257 
42.6% 
N=1369 
*-includes black oversample data that was not included in the data files used to make merged data set. 
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questions: an item on support for interracial dating, social distance and symbolic racism. The 
nine polls that included these items were Fall 1991, Spring 1992, Fall 1992, Spring 1993, 
Fall 1994, Fall 1995, Spring 1997, Spring 1998, and Spring 1999.  The item I believe that 
best measures symbolic understanding of the South is an open-ended question asking 
respondents to name the best symbol of the South. It was asked only twice, in the fall of 1991 
and in the spring of 1997. 10 I pool all of the whites in these SFPs, 6,313 of whom are 
geographic southerners and 2, 599 of whom non-southerners. The actual number of 
respondents available for analysis varies based on the presence or absence of the theoretical 
items of interest.11 My multivariate analyses, for instance, relied solely on the Fall 1991 and 
Spring 1997. Additionally, the multivariate models looking at that potential mediating effect 
of southern self-identification and symbolic understanding will involve a smaller number of 
respondents and will look at only two of the three racial attitudes because the affirmative 
action item was not asked either of the years the symbol item was included. 
Despite these data limitations, there are numerous strengths of the Southern Focus 
Polls: they offer representative samples of southerners and permit me to examine what has 
                                                 
10
 But these two polls conveniently included at least one racial attitude question, thus making a study of the 
relationship between southern residence (although for the Fall 1991 survey only geographic southerners were 
polled), southern self-identification, symbolic understanding, and racial attitudes possible. 
11
  
Year Total # 
 of  
Respondents 
Total # of  
White  
Respondents 
Total # 
 Self-Identified 
 Southerners 
Total #s Who  
Responded to  
Integration Item 
Total # Who  
Responded to  
Interracial  
Dating Item 
Total # Who  
Responded to 
Affirmative  
Action Item 
Total #  
Who   
Responded to  
Symbol Item 
1991 (fall) 1,140 826 678 783 727 N/A 632 
1992 (spring  
and fall) 
2084 1,730 976 1,641 N/A N/A N/A 
1993 (spring) 1,663 1,288 704 N/A 1,170 N/A N/A 
1994 (fall) 1,400 1,119 579 1,038 N/A N/A N/A 
1995 (fall) 1,344 1,039 475 965 N/A 871 N/A 
1997 (spring) 1,404 978 490 N/A 898 N/A 748 
1998 (spring) 1,257 990 461 951 N/A N/A N/A 
1999 (spring 1,369 945 461 865 919 786 N/A 
Total 11,661 8,915 4,824 6,243 3,714 1,657 1380 
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yet to be examined, the effect of southern identification and symbolic understanding of the 
South on racial intolerance. 
 
Data: Measurement and Operationalization 
 
I will be chiefly looking at the relationships between southern residence, southern 
self-identification, symbolic understanding of the South, and racial attitudes. My primary 
independent variables are residence, southern self-identification, and symbolic 
understandings of the South. Other independent variables include standard demographic 
controls: Deep vs. Peripheral southern residence (the coding for Deep South--Alabama, 
Georgia, Louisiana, Mississippi, and South Carolina--and Peripheral South--the remainder of 
the southern states--was established by the producers of the SFP in keeping with the findings 
of Black and Black [1987] that there exists striking attitudinal differences between residents 
of those states considered Deep South and residents of those southern states considered 
Peripheral South), southern childhood (i.e. southern residence at age 16), time spent in South, 
existence of southern accent, Hispanic ethnicity, gender, education, income, age, rural vs. 
urban residence, religiosity, religious affiliation, political party identification, and political 
ideology. These independent variables, the survey questions used to construct them, and the 
response options associated with each item are provided below. 
 
Measurement of Independent Variables 
 
Variable   Question   Response Options 
 
Southern identification *”Do you consider yourself a  *1=Yes, 2=No 
  southerner, or not?”;   
  **”Do you consider yourself or **1=Yes, Self, 2=Yes, Self, 3=Yes, Self 
anyone in your family a   and Family, 4=No 
southerner?”   Recode: 1=Self-Identify 0=Does Not Self-Identify
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Southern Symbol  “What is the one person, place, or  Open Ended Responses 
   thing that means the most to  Recode: 1= Race-Related Symbol 
   you as a symbol of the South?” 0= Non Race-Related Symbol 
 
 
 
Resident   “Which state am I calling?”  Codes for all 50 states and District of Columbia 
Recode: 1=Yes, Resident (AL, AK, FL, GA, 
KY, LA, MI, NC, OK, SC, TN, TX, VA)   
0=Not a Resident (Non- South state) 
 
Sub-Region  “Which state am I calling?” Codes for all 50 states and District of Columbia 
Recode: 1=Deep South (AL,GA, LA, MI, SC) 
0= Peripheral South (AK, FL, KY, NC, OK, TN, 
TX, VA) 
 
Southern Childhood “Which state did you live in when  Codes for all 50 states, District of Columbia,  
   you were 16?”   and foreign country. 
Recode: 1=Yes, lived in the South at age 16, 
0=Did Not Live in the South at Age 16 
 
 
Time Spent in South *“Not counting time spent away  *1=Less than 5 yrs, 2=6 to 10 yrs, 3=More than  
   at school and for other temporary 10 years , 4=All my life 
   reasons,  how long have you lived **1=Yes 2=No 
in the South?”    
 
**”Have you ever lived in a  Recode: 1=Entire Life 0=Some of my Life 
Southern state?”   
 
Transplant  *“Not counting time spent away  *1=Less than 5 yrs, 2=6 to 10 yrs, 3=More than  
   at school and for other temporary  10 years, 4=All my life 
   reasons, how long have you Recode: 1=Transplant, Less than 10 years 
in the South?”    0=Not a Transplant, More than 10 years 
 
Gender   Without asking, code the gender 1=Male, 2=Female 
  of the respondent.  Recode: 1=Male, 0=Female 
 
Age   “In which year were you born?” Continuous variable based on numerical age 
 
 
Residential Setting “Do you live in a city, a suburban 1=City, 2=Suburbs, 3=Small Town, 4=Rural 
   community, a small town or rural  Recode (Dummy Variables): 1=Suburb,  
   area?”    1=Town, 1=Rural  Reference Group: 0=City 
 
 
Education  “How many years of school have  Codes for each individual year of education   
you completed?”12 Recode (Dummy Variables): 1=Less than High 
School, 1=High School, 1=Some College. 
Reference Group: 0= College Grad or More 
Income   “I am going to read you a list of 1=Less than 10K, 2=10-20K, 3=20- 
                                                 
12
 Except for Fall 1991 SFP, which asked “What was the last grade in school you completed?” and gave 
response options of 1-Less than High School, 2-High School, 3-Some College, Trade, or Business School, and 
4-College Graduate/More.  
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   income categories. Please stop me  30K, 4=30-40K, 5=40-50K, 6=50-60K, 
   when a category best describes  7=60K+ 
   your total household income Recode (Dummy Variables): 1=Less than   
   before taxes?”13   20K, 1=20K-50K. Reference Group:  
       0=More than 50K.   
      
Political Party  “Regardless of how you vote,  1=Republican, 2=Democrat, 3=Independent,  
   when it comes to national politics, 4=Other Recode: 1=Democrat 0=Other Political  
  do you usually think of yourself  Recode: 1=Democrat 0=Other Political Parties 
  as Republican, a Democrat, an  
Independent, or what?” 
 
Political Ideology “In general, when it comes to  1=Liberal, 2=Moderate (Middle of the Road  
  politics, do you usually think of 3=Conservative, 4=Never Think of Self in these
   yourself as a Liberal, a   Terms, 5=Don’t Know. 
Conservative, a Moderate, or  Recode: 1=Liberal, 0=Other Ideologies.  
what?”     
 
Hispanic Ethnicity “Are you of Hispanic origin?” 1=Yes 2=No 3=Don’t Know 
       Recode: 1=Yes 0=No 
 
 
Religiosity  “How often do you attend church 1=More than Once a Week 2=Once a Week  
   or religious services?”  3=Two to Three Times a Month 4=Several  
       Times a Year 5=Never 6=Refuse 
       Recode: 1=Never Attends 0=Attends 
 
Religious Affiliation “What is your religious affiliation 1=Protestant 2=Catholic 3=Jewish 4=Some 
   Protestant, Catholic, Jewish, some Other Religion 5=No Religion 6=Christian 
   other religion, or no religion?” or Just Christian 7=Don’t Know 
       Recode: 1=Protestant 0=Other  
 
Accent   Without asking code respondent’s 1=Strong Southern Accent 2=Detectable  
accent.    Southern Accent, But Not Strong 3=No  
    Southern Accent. 
Recode: 1=Southern Accent (Present-Strong or 
Detectable)    0=No Accent 
 
*Asked of southerners only; ** Asked of non-southerners only. 
A few of the variables described above required more attention to coding than the 
chart illuminates. The southern identity variable is created from two questions asking 
respondents whether they identified as southerners. Southerners who answered “yes”, as well 
as non-southerners who identified themselves or both themselves and their families as being 
southerners, are defined as self-identified southerners. Southern childhood is coded “yes” if 
                                                 
13
 Response categories for Fall 1991 were 1-Less than 20K, 2-20K to 35K< 3-35K to 50K, 4-More than 50K. 
Later SFPs utilized different response categories (the ones listed in the chart) so those responses were recoded 
into the categories used for Fall 1991 before they were turned into dummy variables.  
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the respondent lived in a southern state at age of 16. The importance of early childhood 
socialization into a culture and its norms of behavior has been noted as one important 
mechanism through which a culture sustains itself from generation to generation (Quinn 
1954), so the inclusion of this variable will allow me to assess the influence of growing up in 
the South on racial attitudes irrespective of current residence. Similarly, time spent in the 
South has been labeled as one marker of “ascriptively southerness” with people who have 
spent their whole lives in the South distinguished as most ascriptively southern. This variable 
is available only for current southern residents.  
Due to its original open-ended format, the southern symbol variable required much 
more extensive coding. A symbol was considered racialized if it fell within the following 
categories: Civil War references, Civil Rights Movement references, slavery, or any 
comment specifying the condition/treatment, history, or presence of different racial groups14. 
Initially, less explicit references such as “Gone with the Wind”, old mansions, and 
individuals who could be indirectly linked to race relations (i.e. Presidents Carter or 
Kennedy) were included as racialized symbols in an alternative variable, but analyses with 
the two variables revealed little difference between them. Therefore, I use the variable with 
stricter coding criteria. 
One difficulty of merging numerous Southern Focus Polls is that the questions about 
the same phenomenon were not always worded identically; moreover, the response 
                                                 
14
 Initially, I coded responses into 16 categories (see Appendix for a list of these categories and a brief 
description of each), and then I created larger groupings of the categories by defining them as those that related 
to the Old South (Civil War, Confederacy, and Antebellum), New South (Civil Rights Movement), and symbols 
largely devoid of racial content (e.g. Positive Traits of Southerners, Culture, and Climate/Landscape). However, 
I found that this type of coding scheme resulted in too few cases in the New South category, making analysis of 
the data extremely difficult. I tried other schemas before deciding upon the one utilized, which admittedly still 
fails to truly capture the richness and the complexity of the qualitative data.  
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alternatives occasionally differed from year to year. Income is coded in such a way as to 
avoid the potentially problematic differences in response categories By creating a large 
middle category (20,000 to 50,000), I can work around these differences with little fear of 
error. For the rest of the independent variables, most of the necessary recoding was minor 
(e.g. how to handle missing data). For data analysis purposes, some of the categorical data 
were later transformed into dummy variables with the reference categories given above in the 
chart.  
My dependent variables are three racial attitudes items chosen due to the different 
components of racial tolerance they address. Several authors have noted that racial prejudice 
is comprised of several different elements: traditional anti-black stereotyping/prejudice, 
desire for social distance, and symbolic racism (Knuckey 2005; Krysan 1998; Orey 2004; 
Valentino and Sears 2005; Wilson 1996). Symbolic racism, which is defined as a 
contemporary blend of “racial animus with perceptions that blacks violate traditional 
American values, such as individualism” (Valentino and Sears 2005:674), is believed to have 
largely replaced the type of old-fashioned racism found in earlier decades, which suggests 
that older measures of racial prejudice are now inaccurate or incomplete (Knuckey 2005; 
Valentino and Sears 2005). The Southern Focus Poll does not ask questions about traditional 
anti-black prejudice, which has been the element of racial intolerance that has most 
drastically decreased in the South and the nation over the years whether due to social 
desirability or actual changes in attitudes (Schuman et al. 1997; Steeh and Schuman1992). 
There are two items (segregation and interracial dating) that address white southerners’ 
desire for social distance from blacks and one item that could be argued as measuring 
symbolic racism (affirmative action).  
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 I include two items related to social distance for two reasons. First, the segregation 
item represents a more abstract or vague question regarding the level of racial integration 
respondents prefer; that is, it does not specify what is considered full vs. partial integration or 
address the fact that different types of social integration are evaluated differently. Many 
people might respond favorably to the workplace being integrated, for example, but be less 
positive about the integration of churches or neighborhoods. Conversely, the interracial 
dating question asks about a specific behavior often associated with an integrated society. 
Second, because questions concerning interracial relationships are thought to be the most 
inflammatory for respondents generally and historically even more so in the South 
(Kuklinski, Cobb, and Gilens 1997; Yancey 2001), I use the less incendiary social distance 
item (e.g.; the integration question) as a point of comparison.  
Measurement of Dependent Variables 
 
Variable   Question    Response Options 
 
Integration   “There’s a lot of talk about race relations  1=Integration, 2=Segregation 
(F91,S92, F92, F94, F95  these days, and it’s important to know how 3=In-Between 
S 98, S99)   people really feel about these things. Are  Recode: 1=Yes, Fully Support
    you in favor of integration of the races,  Integration, 0=No, Does Not  
    strict segregation, or something   Fully Support Integration. 
    in-between?”15 
 
Interracial Dating  “Would you object if your son or daughter 1=Yes, 2=No 
(F91, S93, S97, S99)  dated a person of another race?”16  Recode: 1=Yes, Support  
          Interracial Dating, 0=No, Does  
         Not Fully Support Interracial  
         Dating. 
 
Affirmative Action  “Do you agree that affirmative action 1=Agree, 2=Disagree  
(F95 and S99)   programs for women and minorities often Recode: 1=Yes, supports  
                                                 
15
 For this question, Fall 1992, SFP added an additional response category: Integration Except Marriage (coded 
that year as 4). When I recoded this item as a nominal variable, this response was coded as 0, does not fully 
support integration.  
16
 This is the wording of the Fall of 1991 survey. The wording or response alternatives were slightly different in 
the Spring 1993, Spring 1997, and Spring 1999 surveys. Spring 1993: “Would you object if a child of yours 
dated someone of a different race?” Spring 1999: “And what about you, would you disapprove if someone in 
your family dated a person of a different race, or would it not make any difference. All three of the latter years 
included an additional response category: Depends on Person’s Race (coded as a 3). This response code was 
recoded as a 0, does not support interracial dating.  
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    result in reverse discrimination of   affirmative action, 0=No, does
     white men?”17   not support affirmative  
         action.18 
 
 The coding of the dependent variables was not as involved as the coding for the 
independent variables. All three variables were reverse coded so that a “1” indicates support 
for variable/higher level of racial tolerance and a “0” indicates lack of support/lower level of 
racial tolerance. However, the wording of the questions used to measure the dependent 
variables varied more from survey to survey than did the wording of the questions indexing 
the independent variables. This might have introduced a certain amount of error into pooled 
analyses based on these variables, but it will not affect my multivariate models as I do not 
use pooled data to do these analyses.  The 1999 version of the interracial dating question, for 
example, expands the reference category from respondents’ children to members of 
respondents’ family. If what makes interracial relationships so controversial is the thought of 
one’s own children engaging in them, this change in wording might lead to respondents to be 
less likely to object to interracial dating. There is a trend of decreasing condemnation of 
interracial relationships as time passes, making it difficult to determine how much of the 
decrease in people opposing interracial dating in 1999 is due to time and how much is due to 
                                                 
17
 The question listed in the chart is the Spring 1999 version; the other survey containing this item, Fall 1995, 
was worded more strongly. Fall 1995: “Do you agree or disagree that once affirmative action programs for 
women and minorities are started, the result is bound to be reverse discrimination against white men?” 
18
. These questions ask whether a person believes affirmative action results in reverse discrimination. People 
often cite their belief in reverse discrimination as a valid reason to not support affirmative action. I am inferring 
that an expressed belief that affirmative action results in reverse discrimination likely means that one 
consequently does not fully support affirmative action and can therefore be designated as less racially tolerant 
compared to those individuals who did not express the belief that affirmative action results in reverse 
discrimination . Looking at crosstabulations between the recoded affirmative action item and all of the race 
attitude items, I find that those people who agree that affirmative action leads to reverse discrimination are more 
likely to have racially intolerant attitudes. For interracial dating, 66% of the people (N=320) who felt that 
affirmative action led to reverse discrimination did not object to interracial dating vs. 73% of those who felt that 
affirmative action does not lead to reverse discrimination. Similarly, people who felt that affirmative action 
does not lead to reverse discrimination had higher tolerance rates for integration (67%[N=414] vs. 57%% 
[N=541]). Based on these findings, it seems reasonable to suggest that indicating the belief that affirmative 
action leads to reverse discrimination does appear to be correlated with having less tolerant racial attitudes—
whether my recoding accurately taps level of support for affirmative action or not.   
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the change in wording19.  Similarly, the 1995 version of the affirmative action question was 
worded in such a way to encourage respondents to agree with the statement that affirmative 
action is “bound to” lead to reverse discrimination against white men, while the 1999 version 
is more impartial in tone. This might have led to more respondents agreeing that affirmative 
action leads to reverse discrimination in the earlier 1995 survey as opposed to later 1999 
version. Surprisingly, despite the less inflammatory tone of the 1995 survey, the 1999 survey 
actually reveals a small increase in the percentage of respondents who agree that affirmative 
action leads to reverse discrimination compared to the earlier version. Despite these 
inconsistencies in how the items were worded, the measures selected are useful because they 
measure different components of racial intolerance.  
 
                                                 
 
19
  
 91 92 93 94 95 97 98 99 Total 
Interracial 
dating 
56.0=no 
N=407 
n/a 53.6=no 
N=627 
n/a n/a 39.9=no 
N=358 
n/a 31.3=no 
N=288 
45.2=no 
N=1680 
Support for 
Affirmative 
Action 
n/a n/a n/a n/a 57.5=no 
N=501 
n/a n/a 63.2=no 
N=497 
60.2=no 
N=998 
Integration19 51.5=no 
N=403 
43.1=no 
N=708 
n/a 48.6=no 
N=504 
45.4=no 
N=438 
n/a 39.7=no 
N=378 
32.7=no 
N=283 
43.5=no 
N=2714 
 
CHAPTER V 
 
Data Analysis: 
 
 As I noted previously, my expectation is that self-proclaimed regional identity and 
racialized symbolic understanding of the South largely accounts for the effect of southern 
residence on levels of racial tolerance. I turn now to an empirical assessment of these 
questions, first with a univariate description of the data, followed by cross-tabulation 
analyses, and ultimately a multivariate analysis using both elaboration models and logistic 
regression. 
 
Univariate Analysis: 
 
Table 2: Characteristics of the Southerners and Non-Southerners, Whites: 
 
Characteristic      Southern Modal Category/Percentage     Non-Southern Modal Category/Percentage 
 
Sub-Region  Peripheral South/ 70.8%  n/a 
Self-Identified Southern: Southern/ 75.4%   Not Southern/ 94.1%  
Time in South:   Entire Life/ 63.1%   n/a 
Hispanic Ethnicity:  Non-Hispanic/ 96.6%  Non-Hispanic/ 97.9%  
Gender:   Female/ 56.8%    Female/ 56% 
Accent:   Accent/ 71.1%    No Accent/ 92.4% 
Southern Childhood: Lived in South at 16 yrs/ 65.3%  Did not live in South at 16 yrs/ 94.7% 
Income:   20,000-50,000/Yr/ 51.2%   20,000-50,000/Yr/ 46.2% 
Education:  College Degree or More/ 31.7%  College Degree or More/ 35.7% 
Urbanity  City/ 29.3%    City/ 30.8% 
Political Views:  Conservative/ 43.1%  Conservative/ 36.9% 
Party Identification: Republican/ 39.5%   Republican/ 33.8% 
Religious Affiliation:  Protestant/ 78.8%   Protestant/ 57.2% 
Religious Attendance: Once A Week/ 29.7%   Once A Week/ 26.9%  
 
Age:    44 yrs (med) 46 yrs (mean) 43 yrs (med) 45 yrs (mean) 
 
Data: Southern Focus Polls: Fall of 91, Spring of 92, Fall of 92, Spring of 93, Fall of 94, Fall of 95, Spring of 
97, Spring 98 and Spring of 99. 
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Due to the overwhelming presence of southern residents (over 70%), the important 
characteristics of this sample are presented separately for southerners and non-southerners 
(Table 2). Comparing white non-southerners and white southerners, I find few meaningful 
differences.  Although southerners were slightly more likely to identify themselves as 
conservative, Republican partisans, and Protestants, the percentage differences for each 
characteristic between the non-southern sample and the southern sample are surprisingly 
small. Thus we do not find the large presumed ideological differences between southerners 
and the rest of the nation. Additionally, these white southerners-- almost 30% of whom are 
city dwellers, close to a third (32%) of whom have at least one college degree or greater, and 
over half (51%) of whom earn a middle-class income—are not consistent with the 
stereotypical image of southerners as rural, poor, and uneducated within this sample. 
Bivariate Analysis: 
Original Relationship: Residency and Racial Attitudes 
To establish the existence of regional difference in racial tolerance, I initially look at 
three sets of crosstabulation results: the relationship between region and interracial dating 
(Polls from Fall 91, Spring 93, Spring 97, and Spring 99), the relationship between region 
and support for integration (Polls from Fall 91, Fall and Spring 92, Fall 94, Fall 95, Spring 
98, and Spring 99), and the relationship between region and belief that affirmative action is 
reverse discrimination (Polls from Fall 95 and Spring 99).  
Table 3: Regional Differences In Racial Tolerance Among Whites (National Sample) 
 
 South Non-South Χ2 Significance 
Does Not Object to Interracial 
Dating 
48.7 % 
N=1328  
71.7% 
N=705 
154.2 0.00 
In Favor of Integration 53.9% 
N=2412 
63.2% 
N=1116 
44.0 0.00 
Does Not Believe Affirmative 
Action is Reverse Discrimination 
38.3% 
N=401 
42.3% 
N=258 
2.6 0.11 
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As expected, all three relationships show southern whites are less racially tolerant 
than their non-southern counterparts, and two of them, support for interracial dating and 
integration, are statistically significant (see Table 3) .  
The Fall 1995 SFP included a more direct question related to opinions about 
affirmative action: “Do you favor or oppose federal laws requiring affirmative action 
programs for women and minorities in employment and education, provided there are no 
rigid quotas?” White southerners (36.4%, N=639) are significantly more likely than non-
southerners (30.4%, N=392) to oppose these programs20. Overall then, my initial analyses 
corroborate previous research: white southerners are less racially tolerant than non-southern 
whites.  
Regional Identity and Racial Attitudes:  
 One of the two intervening processes I am proposing that should mediate the 
relationship between southern residency and racial intolerance is southern self-identification. 
This process works only if southern identification is itself related to both racial attitudes and 
region of residence. Southern residency profoundly structures regional identity (75.4% of 
geographic southerners claim this identity while only 24.6% do not), and as Table 4 shows, 
self-identified white southerners are less racially tolerant than southern whites who do not 
use the region as a point of reference in their own identity. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                 
20
 While the alternative affirmative action item offers a more direct wording, it was only asked in one SFP. I 
selected the reverse discrimination item due to its inclusion in two Southern Focus Polls: Fall 1995 and Spring 
1999 and to retain a large number of respondents as possible. 
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Table 4: Differences In Racial Tolerance Among Self-Identifying and Non-Identifying Whites 
(National Sample) 
 
 Identifier Non-Identifier Χ2 Significance 
Does Not Object to Interracial 
Dating 
44.0 % 
N=945  
70.1% 
N=1062 
243.2 0.00 
In Favor of Integration 50.0% 
N=1694 
64.8% 
N=1789 
136.0 0.00 
Does Not Believe Affirmative 
Action is Reverse Discrimination 
35.4% 
N=273 
43.7% 
N=373 
11.6 0.001 
 
Only 44% of self-identified southerners support interracial dating as compared to 
70% of non-identifiers. This difference of 26 percentage points is larger than the difference 
originally found between southern residents and non-residents in Table 3. Similarly, self-
identified southerners are 15% less likely to support full integration and 9% less likely to 
support affirmative action policies. Once again these percentage differences are larger than 
the ones initially found in the analyses of southern residency and racial attitudes. These 
bivariate findings do not discredit the role that region might play in influencing an 
individual’s level of racial tolerance, but they do lend support to my argument that whites’ 
self-proclaimed regional identity is a potentially important factor affecting racial tolerance.  
Symbolic Understanding and Racial Attitudes:  
 The other variable I believe mediates the relationship between southern residency and 
racial intolerance is symbolic understanding of the South, in particular racialized symbolic 
definitions. I assume that most white southerners would be reluctant to emphasize the 
negative racial history of the South. Consequently, those who publicly acknowledge the 
racist history of the South are either those individuals who are more racially tolerant or 
conversely, those individuals who take pride in such history and, therefore, are likely to be 
less racially tolerant.   The question related to symbolic understanding of the South was 
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asked only twice (Fall 1991 and Spring 1997), and so only two of the racial attitude items can 
be assessed (the affirmative action item was not asked in either of these polls.  
 
Table 5: Differences In Racial Tolerance Among Whites Using a Racialized Symbol and Those 
Who Do Not (National Sample) 
  
 Racialized 
Symbol 
Non-Racialized 
Symbol 
Χ
2
 Significance 
Does Not Object to Interracial 
Dating 
54.9% 
N=181  
53.1% 
N=493 
0.33 0.57 
In Favor of Integration 52.5% 
N=63 
50.7% 
N=248 
0.1 0.76 
  
Table 5 shows that there is little difference in racial tolerance between those who 
offered racialized symbols of the South and those who did not. I suspect that the possible 
presence of individuals with high racial tolerance and individuals with low racial tolerance 
within one category (once again the issue of different motivations for the choice of a 
racialized symbol) might be causing a “washing-out” phenomenon, with their combined 
presence decreasing my ability to decipher or clarify this item’s true effect. I will test this 
idea by disaggregating the racialized symbol measure into two separate components: racially 
conservative symbols and racially liberal symbols. 
 I created an item which disaggregates the original racialized symbol variable into 3 
components: 1=use of confederacy and other racially conservative symbols (e.g. well-known 
confederate figures [Robert E. Lee], symbols such as the Battle Flag and the song, “Dixie”, 
and segregationist figures of the 1960s), 2= use of civil rights movement symbols (e.g. well-
known civil rights movement figures [Martin Luther King Jr.] and events [Selma]), and 
3=other racialized symbols with no clear liberal or conservative meaning. As shown in Table 
6, Whites who offer a racially liberal symbol are much more likely to be tolerant of 
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interracial relationships than those who do not (82%); while white respondents who offer a 
racially conservative symbol are least likely to support interracial unions (only 48.4%). The 
relationship between support for societal integration and symbolic understanding remains 
statistically insignificant, even with the use of the more precise symbol measure. While this 
new measure offers greater support for my earlier speculations concerning the difference in 
belief systems that could be motivating respondents to select a racialized symbol of the 
South, it cannot be substituted for the original symbolic understanding variable as the small 
number of respondents (particularly those who offer racially liberal symbols) precludes any 
definitive tests. These additional analyses do, however, support my supposition that there 
could be many motivations reflected in the original racialized symbolic understanding item; 
it is not just the choice of a racial symbol, but likely the racial meaning of the particular 
symbol offered. 
 
Table 6: Differences In Racial Tolerance Among Whites Based on their Racialized Symbol 
Choice (National Sample) 
 
 Offered Racially 
Conservative 
Symbol 
Offered 
Racially 
Liberal Symbol 
Offered a Racial 
Symbol Outside 
Parameters 
Χ
2
 Significance 
Does Not Object to 
Interracial Dating 
48.4% 
N=104 
81.8% 
N=18 
63.4% 
N=59 
12.88 0.002 
Does Not Object to 
Integration 
48.8% 
N=39 
80.0% 
N=4 
57.1% 
N=20 
2.27 .302 
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Multivariate Analysis  
The Effect of Residency on Racial Attitudes: Possible Mediating Effect of Southern 
Identification 
I hypothesized that identification with the region would mediate the relationship 
between southern residency and racial attitudes, perhaps eliminating the relationship 
completely.  
 
Table 7: Differences In Racial Tolerance Among Whites Based on both their Residency Status 
and Identification Status (National Sample) 
 
 Geographic 
Southerner 
who 
Identifies 
Non-Southerner 
who Identifies 
Geographic 
Southerner who 
Does Not Identify  
Non-Southerner 
who Does Not 
Identify 
Χ
2
 Significance 
Does Not 
Object to 
Interracial 
Dating 
43.5% 
N=906 
60.0% 
N=39 
65.9% 
N=400 
72.8% 
N=662 
Identifier:7.0 
 
Non-Identifier:8.3 
Identifier: 
0.008 
 
Non-Identifier: 
0.004 
In Favor of 
Integration 
50.1% 
N=1647 
46.1% 
N=47 
65.3% 
N=727 
64.6% 
N=1062 
Identifier:0.63 
 
Non-Identifier:0.24 
Identifier: 
0.43 
 
Non-Identifier: 
0.62 
Does Not 
Believe 
Affirmative 
Action is 
Reverse 
Discrimination 
35.5% 
N=261 
34.3% 
N=12 
45.3% 
N=129 
42.9% 
N=244 
Identifier:0.02 
 
Non-Identifier:0.44 
Identifier: 
0.89 
 
Non-Identifier: 
0.51 
 
As one can see in Table 7, southern identification does partially mediate the influence 
of residency, but a “southern effect” on support for interracial dating still exists for these 
whites. People who do not think of themselves as southerners are more likely to support 
interracial dating regardless of where they reside. Of the whites who reject that label, 73% of 
those outside the region and 66% of those inside the region support interracial dating 
compared to the 60% of non-resident identifiers and only 44% of southern identifiers who 
voice similar opinions. Looking back at Table 3--the bivariate relationship between residency 
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and support of interracial dating--only close to a half of southern residents are racially 
tolerant on this item. However, once southern identification is accounted for, support for 
interracial dating among southern residents who do not claim their regional identity increases 
by over 15 percentage points. Support among those who do claim that identity decreases by 
close to 6 percentage points. Controlling for southern identification does not completely 
eliminate the residency effect as the relationship between region of residency and tolerance 
for interracial dating remains statistically significant for both identifiers and non-identifiers. 
However, those whites claiming a southern identity are less racially tolerant than those who 
reject that identity.  
Interracial unions, however, have always been particularly taboo in the South due to 
the institutions of slavery and Jim Crow. The norms against “race-mixing” were strictly 
upheld and such behavior went against both legal and social sanctions. The other measure of 
social distance, the integration item, offers the opportunity to explore a less inflammatory 
topic. Once I control for southern identity, I find that the original relationship between 
residency and support of integration almost entirely disappears and is not statistically 
significant (Table 7). Thus, my hypothesis is supported for this dimension of racial tolerance.   
In the bivariate analysis the relationship between residency and support for 
affirmative action did not meet statistical significance (Table 3). Therefore, as expected the 
relationship between residency and support for affirmative action remains statistically 
insignificant, once I control for southern identity (Table 7).   
Overall, then, and contrary to conclusions reached by prior researchers, it would 
appear that it is not just living in the South that explains why more white southerners hold 
racially intolerant attitudes. Regional self-identification matters as well. It is evident that the 
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relationship between region, identity, and racial tolerance is much more complicated than 
mere residence.  
 
The Effect of Residency on Racial Attitudes: Possible Interactive Effect of Symbolic 
Understanding of the South and Region 
 
Since the original relationship between symbolic understanding of the region and 
racial tolerance was insignificant, symbolic understanding cannot mediate the relationship 
between region of residency and racial intolerance, but the two variables might interact to 
affect racial tolerance. However, I find no such effect in Table 8. Therefore, at this point in 
my analysis the proposed link between symbolic understanding and racial attitudes is yet to 
be empirically supported by the data.  
Table 8: Differences In Racial Tolerance Among Whites Based on both their Residency Status 
and Racialized Symbolic Understanding Status (National Sample) 
 
 Geographic 
Southerner 
who Uses 
Race Symbol 
Non-Southerner 
who uses Race 
Symbol 
Geographic 
Southerner who 
Does Not Use 
Race Symbol  
Non-Southerner 
who Does Not Use 
Race Symbol 
Χ
2
 Significance 
Does Not 
Object to 
Interracial 
Dating 
49.0% 
N=122 
72.8% 
N=59 
49.4% 
N=375 
69.2% 
N=117 
Used Race 
Symbol:14.03 
 
Did Not Use Race 
Symbol:21.81 
Used Race 
Symbol:0.00 
 
Did Not Use 
Race Symbol: 
0.00 
 
 
Multivariate Analysis (Analyses with Fall 1991 and Spring 1997 Data Only) 
 In order to control for demographic characteristics that have been linked to both 
southern residence and racial intolerance, it is necessary to turn to more advanced 
multivariate analysis techniques. Only two polls include both southern identification and 
symbol understanding (Fall 1991 and Spring 1997) and of those two only the Spring 1997 
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Poll allows me to answer questions pertaining to the role of region of residency. Analyzing 
the Spring 1997 SFP will allow me to determine what effect, if any, southern residence 
retains on interracial dating after accounting for the main and interactive effects of southern 
identification and symbolic understanding, as well as a range of control variables. Due to the 
change in sample size (N=978), I first replicate earlier analyses to see if the conclusions I 
drew from them are still valid. Later, I limit my analysis to the Fall 1991 SFP because it 
permits me to use an additional tolerance measure, support for integration, and to look 
specifically at characteristics limited to southerners (sub-region and time in South). 
 
Table 9: Characteristics of the Southerners and Non-Southerners, Whites (Spring 1997): 
 
Characteristic      Southern Modal Category/Percentage     Non-Southern Modal Category/Percentage 
 
Region   Peripheral South/ 74.7%  n/a 
Self-Identified Southern: Southern/ 76.8%   Not Southern/ 92.9%  
Time in South:   Entire Life/ 63.1%   n/a 
Hispanic Ethnicity:  Non-Hispanic/ 96.6%  Non-Hispanic/ 98.5%  
Gender:   Female/ 57.5%    Female/ 51.5% 
Accent:   Accent/ 75.7%    No Accent/ 92.2% 
Southern Childhood: Lived in South at 16 yrs/ 77.9%  Did not live in South at 16 yrs/ 93.2% 
Income:   20,000-50,000/Yr/ 50.0%   Greater than 50,000/Yr/ 50.4% 
Education:  College Degree or More/ 36.5%  College Degree or More/ 41.0% 
Urbanity  City/ 31.4%    City/ 28.5% 
Political Views:  Conservative/ 48.3%  Conservative/ 38.4% 
Party Identification: Republican/ 42.2%   Republican/ 36.3% 
Religious Affiliation:  Protestant/ 78.2%   Protestant/ 56.7% 
Religious Attendance: Once A Week/ 29.2%   Once A Week/ 31.6%  
 
Age:    44 yrs (med) 46 yrs (mean) 44 yrs (med) 45 yrs (mean) 
 
Data: Spring 1997 
 
 It does not appear that the composition of the Spring 1997 SFP differs greatly from 
the much larger pooled sample containing data from 9 merged Polls (Fall 1991, Spring 1992, 
Fall 1992, Spring 1993, Fall 1994, Fall 1995, Spring 1997, Spring 1998, and Spring 1999). 
What differences that do exist are small and do not affect the relationship between residency 
and racial tolerance. For example, the relationship between region of residency and support 
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for interracial dating in the Spring 1997 SFP (Table 10) is quite similar to that reported in 
Table 3.  For a further test, I limit my analyses to those respondents who provided valid data 
for the southern identification and symbolic understanding items. The symbolic 
understanding item, in particular, had a large amount of missing data. Over 200 cases are 
eliminated in the Spring 1997 SFP, reducing my sample size to 738 respondents. The 
bivariate relationship between region and dating is again similar to that reported in Table 3, 
with white southerners being less likely to be supportive of interracial dating (54.3%) than 
white non-southerners (70.5%).  
 
Table 10: Regional Differences In Racial Tolerance Among Whites (Spring 1997) 
 
 South Non-South Χ2 Significance 
Does Not Object to Interracial 
Dating 
53.3% 
N=308  
72.5% 
N=232 
31.7 0.00 
 
 
 
 
 Moving now to multivariate logistic regression, I do not continue to find a “southern” 
effect among these whites. Once demographic variables are controlled for the relationship 
between southern residence and racial tolerance is not statistically significant nor is the 
coefficient in the expected direction (Table 11). On the surface, then, my results differ from 
those of previous researchers. However, I suspect that this is due to the inclusion of 
additional indicators of “southerness” that previous researchers did not include in their 
models, particularly the inclusion of southern accent. Possessing a southern accent 
significantly reduces support for interracial dating. Whites with a southern accent (as judged 
by the SFP interviewers) are only 37.5% as likely to support interracial dating as whites who 
do not speak “southern”. Similarly, if southern childhood is thought of as an additional 
marker of “southerness”, although the coefficient does not quite reach the .05 level of 
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significance, it is in the expected direction. While intercorrelations among these key 
demographic indicators of “southerness” does not suggest acute collinearity21, once the two 
additional variables are dropped from the model, residency significantly reduces tolerance for 
interracial dating (z=-2.34 and p=.019).  Southern whites are 41% less likely to be supportive 
of those relationships. This is what I would have expected to find, given the literature on 
region and racial intolerance. So what seems to really matter is not southern residency per se 
but such quasi-ascriptive characteristics as having a southern accent and coming of age 
within the region. This analysis is, to my knowledge, the first to demonstrate the accent 
effect.  
 
 
Table 11: Logistic Regression of Residence and Demographic Controls on  
Support for Interracial Dating (SFP 97) 
---------------------------------------------------------- 
      dating | Odds Ratio   Std. Err.      z    P>|z|      
-------------+-------------------------------------------- 
    resident |   1.541612   .5378675     1.24   0.215      
  southchild |   .6275949   .1976934    -1.48   0.139      
      accent |   .3751325    .117116    -3.14   0.002      
        male |   .7407221   .1606053    -1.38   0.166       
    hispanic |   1.078813   .7076576     0.12   0.908      
  protestant |   .8034654   .2080498    -0.85   0.398      
     liberal |   1.915733   .5617403     2.22   0.027      
    democrat |   .9231361   .2292572    -0.32   0.747      
         age |   .9666986    .007305    -4.48   0.000      
      suburb |   .5621712   .1774832    -1.82   0.068      
        town |   .7530735   .2151795    -0.99   0.321      
       rural |   .5025263   .1534155    -2.25   0.024      
        lths |   .1490663   .0823405    -3.45   0.001      
          hs |   .2695977   .0805287    -4.39   0.000      
         col |   .4517125   .1231795    -2.91   0.004      
        lt20 |   2.322411    .876599     2.23   0.026      
   bt20and50 |   1.641741   .4037802     2.02   0.044      
    notrelig |   1.062015    .272089     0.23   0.814      
 
N=487 
 
 
                                                 
21
 Pearson correlation values are moderately high. A correlation value of 0.65 for residency and accent and 0.68 
for residency and southern childhood (residency in the South at the age of 16 yrs). 
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 My proposed mediating variables—southern identification and racialized symbolic 
understanding of the region--fail to reach statistical significance (this is unsurprising for the 
symbolic understanding item since earlier cross-tabulation analyses yielded similar results), 
but their effects are in the hypothesized direction (see Table 12). That is, people who identify 
as southern and people who give a racialized symbol are less tolerant (but not significantly 
so) of interracial relationships than their counterparts. Accent is once again significant, and 
even when southern identification and symbolic understanding are accounted for, 
respondents with detectable southern accents are only 41.7% as likely to be racially tolerant 
as those without accents. It is possible that the relationships between residence, southern 
childhood, southern identification, and accent are so tightly interwoven that each may 
dampen the effect of the others, although the correlations among them suggest only 
moderately-high collinearity22.  
 In both models (Tables 11 and 12), several of the demographic controls exert 
significant effects. Predictably, whites who indicate a preference for a liberal ideology are 
more likely to support interracial dating (almost twice as likely in both models), while whites 
who live in suburban and rural areas are only about half as likely to support those 
relationships than their urban counterparts. Respondents with less than a college degree also 
exhibit less racial tolerance; people with less than a high school diploma are only 15-16% as 
likely to accept interracial dating as respondents with college degrees. True to what has been 
previously discussed in literature, age reduces tolerance for these unions among these whites. 
Relatively low income earners, finally, are significantly more tolerant than those individuals 
                                                 
22
 Pearson’s correlation values reveal that southern childhood and southern identification are highly correlated 
(0.72), as well as southern identification and residency (.67). The relationship between accent and southern 
identification is also moderately high (.63). It is important to note that my proposed mediating variables of 
southern identification and symbolic understanding are significant at the .1 level of significance using a one-
tailed test.  
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making more than $50,000 per year. This finding suggests that arguably lower-income whites 
are more likely to experience increased interracial contact and are therefore more likely to be 
supportive of dating across racial lines than their more affluent counterparts. The effects of 
party identification, Hispanic ethnicity, and religiosity are insignificant.  
 
 
Table 12: Logistic Regression of Residence, Southern Identification,  
Symbolic Understanding, and Demographic Controls on Support 
for Interracial Dating (SFP 97) 
--------------------------------------------------------- 
      dating | Odds Ratio   Std. Err.      z    P>|z|      
-------------+------------------------------------------- 
    resident |   1.796939   .6667369     1.58   0.114      
     southid |   .6077516   .2087871    -1.45   0.147      
    racesym1 |   .7423272   .1697824    -1.30   0.193      
  southchild |   .7483595   .2504437    -0.87   0.386      
      accent |   .4171469   .1347997    -2.71   0.007      
        male |   .7696027   .1683213    -1.20   0.231      
    hispanic |   1.082253   .7186722     0.12   0.905      
  protestant |   .8140729   .2121403    -0.79   0.430      
     liberal |   1.977865   .5823318     2.32   0.021      
    democrat |   .8938017   .2239354    -0.45   0.654      
         age |   .9671896   .0073651    -4.38   0.000      
      suburb |   .5719989   .1814557    -1.76   0.078      
        town |   .7749453   .2228431    -0.89   0.375      
       rural |   .5019611   .1541168    -2.24   0.025      
        lths |   .1643761   .0915434    -3.24   0.001      
          hs |   .2714803   .0815276    -4.34   0.000       
         col |   .4518676   .1240656    -2.89   0.004      
        lt20 |   2.195127   .8333551     2.07   0.038      
   bt20and50 |   1.653186   .4087182     2.03   0.042      
    notrelig |   1.069458    .275629     0.26   0.794      
N=487 
 
 
 At this point in the analysis, my hypotheses about whites’ racial tolerance are at best 
tenuously supported because neither of my theorized mediating variables, southern 
identification and racialized symbolic understanding, are significant at levels below .10. 
Moreover, indicators of “southerness”, especially southern accent, continue to significantly 
impede racial tolerance. The bivariate results suggesting the efficacy of regional identity 
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appear spurious then and a consequence of lack of controls, especially controls for additional 
markers of “southerness”. 
 
 
 
Table 13: Logistic Regression of Residence, Southern Identification, 
 Symbolic Understanding, Southern Identification and Symbolic  
Understanding Interaction Term, and Demographic Controls on Support 
 for Interracial Dating (SFP 97) 
 
--------------------------------------------------------- 
      dating | Odds Ratio   Std. Err.      z    P>|z|     
 -------------+------------------------------------------ 
    resident |   1.871059   .7000506     1.67   0.094      
     southid |   .8419835   .3159524    -0.46   0.647      
    racesym1 |   1.271268   .4370366     0.70   0.485       
       idsym |   .3638453   .1711546    -2.15   0.032      
  southchild |   .6938551   .2353561    -1.08   0.281      
      accent |   .4237728   .1369291    -2.66   0.008       
        male |   .8039871   .1775837    -0.99   0.323      
    hispanic |   1.154597    .773509     0.21   0.830      
  protestant |   .8146269   .2133518    -0.78   0.434        
     liberal |   1.913365    .566175     2.19   0.028      
    democrat |   .8900896   .2226176    -0.47   0.642       
         age |   .9666932   .0074067    -4.42   0.000      
      suburb |   .5951322   .1900634    -1.63   0.104      
        town |   .8214095   .2387414    -0.68   0.498      
       rural |   .5307063   .1641545    -2.05   0.041      
        lths |   .1660801   .0938067    -3.18   0.001      
          hs |   .2694063   .0815461    -4.33   0.000      
         col |   .4415586   .1219422    -2.96   0.003      
        lt20 |   2.210885    .841727     2.08   0.037      
   bt20and50 |    1.67742   .4182482     2.07   0.038       
    notrelig |   1.073962   .2781811     0.28   0.783      
N=487 
 
 Even though neither symbolic understanding of the region nor southern identity 
exerted more than a marginally significant main effect, the interaction of the two may be 
consequential in increasing understanding of opinions towards interracial dating. It is 
possible that it is not whites’ acceptance of the identity term “southerner” or their racialized 
understanding of the South that contributes to their racial intolerance but the interplay 
between the two. Indeed, I do find that the interaction term (“idsym” in Table 13) between 
the two variables is significant and in the expected direction. Whites who both identify as 
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southern and offer a racialized symbol of the South are only 36% as likely to support 
interracial dating as those who neither symbolize the South in racial terms nor embrace a 
southern identity23.  I estimated an additional equation that compared whites who self-
identify as southerners and who symbolize the South in racial terms to a), those who neither 
identify as southern nor symbolize the South in race-related terms (nonidnonsym), to b), 
those who identify but do not employ a race-related understanding of the South (idnonsym), 
and to c), those who do not identify but do offer a racialized symbol of the South (nonidsym). 
I find that all three of these alternative measures exhibit racial tolerance towards interracial 
dating at rates 2 to 3 times greater than self-identified white southerners who symbolize the 
South in racial terms (see Table 14). Analyses were done with the alternative symbolic 
understanding measure to further test the relationship between self-identification, symbol 
choice, and racial tolerance.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                 
23
 The idsym effect is not simply a function of excessive collinearity with its two components—southern 
identification and racialized symbolic understanding of the region. Additional analyses that excluded those 
items indicate that idsym maintains its significance and the magnitude of its effect. In this analysis, whites who 
identified as southern and gave a race-related symbol were 43% as likely to support interracial dating as those 
who neither symbolize the South in such terms nor self-identify as southern.  
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Table 14: Logistic Regression of Residence, Southern Identification,  
Symbolic Understanding, Southern Identification and Symbolic Understanding  
Interaction Term (Used as a Reference Category), and Demographic  
Controls on Support for Interracial Dating (SFP 97) 
 
      dating | Odds Ratio   Std. Err.      z    P>|z|      
-------------+---------------------------------------------- 
    resident |   1.871059   .7000506     1.67   0.094      
  southchild |   .6938551   .2353561    -1.08   0.281      
      accent |   .4237728   .1369291    -2.66   0.008       
    nonidsym |   3.264222   1.542411     2.50   0.012      
    idnonsym |   2.161952   .6928961     2.41   0.016      
 nonidnonsym |   2.567689    1.08288     2.24   0.025      
        male |   .8039871   .1775837    -0.99   0.323      
    hispanic |   1.154597    .773509     0.21   0.830      
  protestant |   .8146269   .2133518    -0.78   0.434        
     liberal |   1.913365    .566175     2.19   0.028      
    democrat |   .8900896   .2226176    -0.47   0.642       
         age |   .9666932   .0074067    -4.42   0.000      
      suburb |   .5951322   .1900634    -1.63   0.104      
        town |   .8214095   .2387414    -0.68   0.498      
       rural |   .5307063   .1641545    -2.05   0.041      
        lths |   .1660801   .0938067    -3.18   0.001      
          hs |   .2694063   .0815461    -4.33   0.000      
         col |   .4415586   .1219422    -2.96   0.003      
        lt20 |   2.210885    .841727     2.08   0.037      
   bt20and50 |    1.67742   .4182482     2.07   0.038       
    notrelig |   1.073962   .2781811     0.28   0.783      
N=487 
 
 Using the disaggregated symbolic understanding item, I find that self-identifying 
whites are significantly more likely to give a confederacy related racial symbol than those 
who do not self-identify as southern (71% vs. 54%) and less likely to give a more racially 
liberal symbol choice (4% vs. 11%). As previously discussed, choice of a racially 
conservative symbol is associated with a decrease in racial tolerance as opposed to choice of 
a racially liberal symbol, which is correlated with increased tolerance (Table 6). However, 
once self-identification is controlled, the relationship between symbol choice and racial 
tolerance disappears (Table 15). While it is clear that choice of racially liberal symbol is 
linked to a higher level of racial tolerance for both identifying and non-identifying whites, it 
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is now evident that those identifiers who use a racially conservative symbol are less likely to 
support interracial dating than all of their counterparts, including non-identifiers who use a 
similar symbol. These findings corroborate the findings from Table 14, which also suggested 
that whites who both self-identified and offered a racial symbol were most likely to exhibit 
increased racial intolerance.  
 
Table 15: Differences In Racial Tolerance Among Whites  
Based on their Racialized Symbol Choice and Self-Identification  
Status (National Sample) 
 
 
  These analyses suggest that for these whites, it is the combined influence of their 
acceptance of a southern identity and their stated racialized view of the South that is shaping 
their racial intolerance. Their perception of what it means to be a southerner and to call 
oneself a southerner appears to be linked to the espousal of racially conservative imagery, as 
well as racially intolerant opinions. Obviously, this is not the sole definition of “southerness,” 
but for these whites, self-defining oneself as a southerner is related to the support of a 
particular racially prejudiced belief system. 
 Identifier 
who Offered 
Racially 
Conservative 
Symbol 
Identifier who 
Offered 
Racially Liberal 
Symbol 
Identifier who 
Offered a 
Racial Symbol 
Outside 
Parameters 
Non-Identifier 
who Offered 
Racially 
Conservative 
Symbol 
Non-Identifier 
who Offered 
Racially Liberal 
Symbol 
Non-Identifier 
who Offered a 
Racial Symbol 
Outside 
Parameters 
Χ
2 
And 
Significance 
Does Not 
Object to 
Interracial 
Dating 
36.8% 
N=53 
71.4% 
N=5 
46.8% 
N=22 
72.9% 
N=51 
86.7% 
N=13 
80.0% 
N=36 
 
       Χ
2 
Identifiers-
4.37 
Non-
Identifiers-
1.69 
       Significance 
Identifiers-
0.112 
Non-
Identifiers-
0.429 
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 Similarly, the introduction of the identity-symbol interaction term offers additional 
support for this proposed relationship between self-identification, symbolic understanding, 
and racial tolerance when one considers the direction of the symbolic understanding item 
once the interaction term is included in the model (Table 13). While not reaching 
significance, the symbolic understanding item does change direction after the interaction 
term is introduced, with whites offering racial symbols indicating a greater likelihood to 
support interracial dating.  It would seem that once those subsumed by the interaction term 
were separated out (arguably those respondents more likely motivated by more prejudicial 
reasons for selecting a racialized symbol), non-identifying whites who offer a racialized 
understanding of the South indicate a more tolerant attitude towards interracial dating. 
 All of these findings (Table 13, 14, and 15) further substantiates my earlier concerns 
that the symbolic understanding item might be tapping respondents with two distinct 
motivations; respondents might be motivated to offer a racialized view of the South from a 
racially liberal perspective that acknowledges the racism present in the South’s past, or they 
might be motivated to offer similar symbols due to pride and respect for those attitudes and 
behaviors that can be arguably viewed as southern traditions or “heritage.” These differences 
in motivations undoubtedly correspond to differences in racial tolerance, and these opposing 
attitudes underlying their symbol choice make the symbolic understanding item (in its 
original form) difficult to comprehend.   
 Therefore, while my hypotheses are not directly supported, this analysis of the Spring 
1997 SFP provides evidence supporting my premise that it is not southern residence per se 
that increases racial intolerance, but rather the interaction of espousing a southern identity 
and simultaneously symbolizing the South in racial terms. But the most powerful predictor of 
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intolerance is southern accent. Respondents with a detectable southern accent are only 42% 
as likely to support interracial dating as those respondents without accents, even when 
allowing for the interaction. Presence of a southern accent is a good articulation of who is 
most ascriptively southern, better, certainly, than southern residency. To explore the 
relationship between residency and racial tolerance further, I turn to Fall 1991 SFP, which 
contains only geographic southerners.  
Data from the Fall 1991 SFP are for southerners only and do not include several of 
the demographic control items that I used in the 1997 analysis (e.g. southern childhood, 
accent, political ideology, party identification, religious affiliation, and accent). Yet, this 
sample does allow me to reassess the effect of my proposed variables with an additional, less 
inflammatory racial tolerance item--support for general racial integration at the societal level-
-and to test the effect of additional controls meaningful only for southern whites (sub-region 
and time spent in the South).  
I will follow a similar line of logic as the one displayed in the multivariate analysis of 
the 1997 data. I will take a quick look at my “new” sample to ascertain if their demographic 
characteristics distinguish them from the earlier samples this paper considered. I will then 
estimate a set of nested models for both interracial dating and integration.  
 
Table 16: Characteristics of the Southern Residency Sample, Whites: 
Characteristic   Modal Category   Percentage 
Sub-Region   Peripheral South   58.6% (N=482) 
Self-Identified Southern:  Southern   83.2% (N=678) 
Time in South:    Entire Life   64.1% (N=529) 
Hispanic Ethnicity:   Non-Hispanic    97.0% (N=801)  
Gender:    Female    60.5% (N=500)  
Accent:    n/a 
Southern Childhood:  n/a 
Income:    20,000-50,000/Year  61.1% (N=458) 
Education:   High School Graduate  34.8% (N=287) 
Urbanity   City    27.5% (N=227) 
Political Views:   n/a 
Party Identification:  n/a 
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Religious Affiliation:   n/a 
Religious Attendance:  Once A Week   26.7% (N=219) 
Age:     43 yrs (med) 46 yrs (mean) 
 
Data: Southern Focus Polls: Fall of 91 
 
 As it is shown in Table 16, close to 60% of this sample live in the Peripheral South 
rather than the Deep South and two-thirds have lived their entire lives in the South. Over 
80% of this purely southern sample indicates that they claim the identity term of southerner. 
This group of respondents also has less education and makes less money than the previous 
national sample and the 1997 sample. One would expect that based on these demographic 
and socioeconomic status characteristics alone (most importantly the lack of regional 
diversity) these respondents might indicate less racial tolerance, and this conclusion is 
supported by the data: 55% of this sample indicates that they would oppose their children’s 
involvement in interracial unions as opposed to only 40% of the 1997 sample. The 
multivariate analysis will offer clarification as to exactly who it is within this sample that 
indicates such feelings.  
Table 17: Logistic Regression of Southern Identification, Symbolic Understanding,  
and Demographic Controls on Support for Interracial Dating (SFP 91) 
 
-------------------------------------------------------- 
      dating | Odds Ratio   Std. Err.      z    P>|z|      
-------------+------------------------------------------ 
     southid |   .9328574    .270817    -0.24   0.811      
    racesym1 |   1.186342   .2869415     0.71   0.480      
     deepsou |    .532426   .1046157    -3.21   0.001      
        male |   .8480507   .1717467    -0.81   0.416      
    hispanic |   1.179654   .7214561     0.27   0.787      
  entirelife |   .7685195   .1685649    -1.20   0.230      
         age |   .9869695   .0060417    -2.14   0.032      
      suburb |   .7052655   .1919411    -1.28   0.199      
        town |   .7372296   .1861292    -1.21   0.227      
       rural |   .3317822   .0925891    -3.95   0.000      
        lths |   .5742023   .2309562    -1.38   0.168       
          hs |   .4725697    .121974    -2.90   0.004       
         col |   .7154422   .1828113    -1.31   0.190      
        lt20 |   3.036697   1.079765     3.12   0.002      
   bt20and50 |   1.761117   .4534243     2.20   0.028      
    notrelig |   1.338348   .3809773     1.02   0.306   
N=511 
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 As shown in Table 17, neither the effect of southern identity nor symbolic 
understanding reaches statistical significance, and so they also fail to mediate the effect of 
residency in the Deep South. Whites in the Deep South are only 53% as likely to support 
interracial dating as whites in the Peripheral South. Researchers have shown that residence in 
the Deep South is linked to increased likelihood of considering oneself a southerner and a 
greater likelihood of holding such “ascriptively southern” traits as having a pronounced 
accent and having resided in the South for an extended period (Griffin, Evenson, and 
Thompson 2005; Griffin 2006; Reed1982). The model also reveals that age, living in a rural 
area as compared to a more urban one, having only a high school diploma as compared to a 
college degree, and making less than $50,000 are all significant predictors of tolerance (or 
lack of) for interracial dating. Unexpectedly, the effect of time spent in the South (whether it 
has been one’s entire life or less than that -“entire life” in tables) does not reach statistical 
significance. 
Table 18: Logistic Regression of Southern Identification, Symbolic Understanding, 
 Southern Identification and Symbolic Understanding Interaction Term, and  
Demographic Controls on Support for Interracial Dating (SFP 91) 
 
------------------------------------------------------- 
      dating | Odds Ratio   Std. Err.      z    P>|z|      
-------------+----------------------------------------- 
     southid |   1.328637    .426006     0.89   0.375      
    racesym1 |   5.680437   3.986938     2.47   0.013      
       idsym |   .1574922    .117371    -2.48   0.013      
     deepsou |   .5361648   .1059567    -3.15   0.002      
        male |   .8230055   .1684035    -0.95   0.341      
    hispanic |   1.232465    .751186     0.34   0.732      
  entirelife |   .7777107   .1707547    -1.15   0.252      
         age |   .9868566   .0060605    -2.15   0.031      
      suburb |   .6859635   .1884609    -1.37   0.170      
        town |   .7150312    .181665    -1.32   0.187       
       rural |   .3200056   .0899854    -4.05   0.000      
        lths |   .6213451    .249181    -1.19   0.235      
          hs |   .4994744    .129848    -2.67   0.008      
         col |   .7486587   .1934373    -1.12   0.263       
        lt20 |   2.817454   1.011203     2.89   0.004      
   bt20and50 |   1.647523   .4306876     1.91   0.056      
    notrelig |   1.258904   .3631081     0.80   0.425      
------------------------------------------------------- 
N=511 
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 Table 18 introduces the southern identification and symbolic understanding 
interaction term; however, upon its inclusion the odds ratio values for both the interaction 
term and the symbolic understanding item become implausibly large, suggesting that the 
effect of the interaction term is more than likely an artifact of the small number of cases 
remaining in the symbolic understanding category once the cases covered by the interaction 
term are controlled (n=23 cases). In order to assess if the effect of interaction term truly 
exists, I estimated two additional models, dropping, first, the symbolic understanding item 
and, then, the identification item from the models. I found that the effect of the interaction 
term was no longer significant in either models.24 Therefore, I conclude that the significant 
effect of the interaction term, as presented in Table 18, is an artifact. 
  I also tested whether the additional interaction terms I used in Table 14 would be 
more accurate predictors of racial intolerance than the original interaction term. I find that 
only one of the three (nonidsym) reaches statistical significance; whites who live in the South 
but who do not identify as southerners and offer a racialized symbol of the South (N=23) are 
close to 5 times more likely to support interracial dating those white southerners who identify 
as southern and offer a racialized symbol of the South (Table 19). Based on this finding, it 
would seem that it is once again the different motivations attached to the choice of a racial 
symbol and how those motivations might be linked to one’s decision to perceive and 
proclaim oneself as southern that significantly influences whites’ racial tolerance, not the 
choice of a racialized symbol or southern identification alone nor even the interaction 
between the two.  
                                                 
24
 Upon dropping the symbolic understanding item, the odd-ratios for the interaction term was 0.88 with a z-
score of -0.49. The odd-ratios for the term once the southern identification item was also removed was 0.87 
with a z-score of -0.53. These odds-ratios indicate a more reasonable effect of the term and the z-scores show 
that the effect is in the expected direction. However, the item is no longer significant in either model as the p-
values associated with the interaction term within both of these models is quite high, 0.6 or larger.  
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Table 19: Logistic Regression of Southern Identification, Symbolic Understanding,  
Southern Identification and Symbolic Understanding Interaction Term  
(As a Reference Category), and Demographic Controls on Support 
 for Interracial Dating (SFP 91) 
 
---------------------------------------------------------- 
      dating | Odds Ratio   Std. Err.      z    P>|z|      
-------------+-------------------------------------------- 
    idnonsym |   1.117787   .2982136     0.42   0.676      
    nonidsym |   4.778974   3.344912     2.23   0.025      
 nonidnonsym |    .841304   .3229567    -0.45   0.653      
     deepsou |   .5361648   .1059567    -3.15   0.002      
        male |   .8230055   .1684035    -0.95   0.341      
    hispanic |   1.232465    .751186     0.34   0.732      
  entirelife |   .7777107   .1707547    -1.15   0.252      
         age |   .9868566   .0060605    -2.15   0.031      
      suburb |   .6859635   .1884609    -1.37   0.170      
        town |   .7150312    .181665    -1.32   0.187       
       rural |   .3200056   .0899854    -4.05   0.000      
        lths |   .6213451    .249181    -1.19   0.235      
          hs |   .4994744    .129848    -2.67   0.008      
         col |   .7486587   .1934373    -1.12   0.263       
        lt20 |   2.817454   1.011203     2.89   0.004      
   bt20and50 |   1.647523   .4306876     1.91   0.056      
    notrelig |   1.258904   .3631081     0.80   0.425 
------------------------------------------------------- 
N=511 
     
 
 To further test the significance of the effect of the non-identifying yet racialized 
understanding of the region interaction term (“nonidsym”), I re-estimated the model that 
included the original interaction term (Table 18) and replaced that term with the alternative 
interaction term. The replacement interaction term is once again significant and in the same 
direction (z=2.48) as before (Table 20); however, once again the odds ratio coefficient is very 
large (people in this grouping are over 6 times more likely to support interracial dating than 
all other groupings) so I dropped the identification and symbolic understanding items and re-
estimated the equations (Table 21). Unlike the effect of the original interaction term (self-
identifiers who offer racialized understandings of the region), which was shown to be 
artificial once the variables comprising the interaction term were dropped, the effect of 
alternative interaction term (non-identifiers who offer racialized understandings of the 
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region) retains its significance (at the .01 level) and the odds ratio remains large and positive 
(4.74 with a z-score of 2.34). 
 
Table 20: Logistic Regression of Southern Identification, Symbolic  
Understanding, Alternative Southern Identification and Symbolic  
Understanding Interaction Term, and Demographic Controls on  
Support for Interracial Dating (SFP 91) 
 
 Dating | Odds Ratio   Std. Err.      z    P>|z|      
-------------+--------------------------------------------- 
     southid |   1.328637    .426006     0.89   0.375      
    racesym1 |   .8946246   .2386762    -0.42   0.676      
    nonidsym |    6.34952   4.731974     2.48   0.013      
     deepsou |   .5361648   .1059567    -3.15   0.002      
        male |   .8230055   .1684035    -0.95   0.341      
    hispanic |   1.232465    .751186     0.34   0.732      
  entirelife |   .7777107   .1707547    -1.15   0.252      
         age |   .9868566   .0060605    -2.15   0.031      
      suburb |   .6859635   .1884609    -1.37   0.170      
        town |   .7150312    .181665    -1.32   0.187       
       rural |   .3200056   .0899854    -4.05   0.000       
        lths |   .6213451    .249181    -1.19   0.235      
          hs |   .4994744    .129848    -2.67   0.008      
         col |   .7486587   .1934373    -1.12   0.263       
        lt20 |   2.817454   1.011203     2.89   0.004     
   bt20and50 |   1.647523   .4306876     1.91   0.056      
    notrelig |   1.258904   .3631081     0.80   0.425  
------------------------------------------------------- 
N=511 
     
Table 21: Logistic Regression of Alternative Southern Identification and  
Symbolic Understanding Interaction Term and Demographic Controls  
on Support for Interracial Dating (SFP 91) 
---------------------------------------------------------- 
      dating | Odds Ratio   Std. Err.      z    P>|z|      
-------------+-------------------------------------------- 
    nonidsym |   4.738104   3.146303     2.34   0.019     
     deepsou |   .5443037   .1069395    -3.10   0.002      
        male |   .8308355   .1672822    -0.92   0.357      
    hispanic |    1.22733   .7477132     0.34   0.737      
  entirelife |   .8318595   .1695276    -0.90   0.366      
         age |   .9868793   .0060601    -2.15   0.031      
      suburb |   .6796035   .1864599    -1.41   0.159      
        town |   .7186552   .1820085    -1.30   0.192      
       rural |   .3201085   .0899785    -4.05   0.000      
        lths |   .6207102   .2490374    -1.19   0.235      
          hs |   .5063502   .1312883    -2.62   0.009       
         col |   .7516083   .1941372    -1.11   0.269      
        lt20 |   2.887644   1.031597     2.97   0.003      
   bt20and50 |   1.699406   .4403527     2.05   0.041      
    notrelig |     1.2515   .3608506     0.78   0.437   
------------------------------------------------------- 
N=511 
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  In terms of actual number of people who are categorized under this grouping 
(“nonidsym”), the number of cases is quite small (N=23), smaller than the number of people 
who self-identify and offer a racialized symbol (N=100). However, in the Fall 1991 SFP 
(which has no regional diversity), it would appear that it is the interaction between rejection 
of a southern identity and offering a racialized symbol that boosts racial tolerance for these 
whites25. It is important to note than in all of these models the effect of sub-region--that is 
residing in the Deep South--remains statistically significant: whites in the Deep South are 
roughly 50% as likely to support interracial dating as whites in the Peripheral South. Similar 
to the effect of accent in the Spring 1997 models, the effect of sub-region is not mediated by 
any of my suggested items or any their interactions. Once again, a measure of “ascriptive 
southerness” is shown to be a powerful predictor of racial intolerance.  
 I now shift attention to a less provocative racial item, support for full racial 
integration. Table 22 indicates that neither southern identification nor symbolic 
understanding of the South appears to be related to tolerance for racial integration. However, 
I again find that whites living in the Deep South are substantially less tolerant than whites in 
other parts of the region. Similarly, living in a rural as opposed to an urban area and having 
less than a college degree as opposed to at least a bachelor’s degree are both associated with 
decreased support for full racial integration. The other demographic and socioeconomic 
                                                 
25
 Similarly additional analyses that removed regional diversity from Spring 1997 data by focusing on 
southerners and non-southerners separately indicate that the identity-symbol interaction term significance effect 
was eliminated. However, in both models the coefficient was large and in the expected direction. For the 1997 
southerners model, the odds ratio was 0.7 with a z-score of -0.69, and for the 1997 non-southerners model, the 
odds ratio was 0.33 with a z-score of -0.82.   Going back to the data and using the alternative interaction term 
(nonidsym), I find that when this term is included in the 1997 southerners only model  then the effect of the 
symbolic understanding item is now statistically significant (odds ratio of 0.48 with a z-score of -2.16), 
although the effect of the nonidsym item itself is not. This finding is in keeping with previous analyses that 
showed that the relationship between symbol and tolerance was a function of whether or not whites identify as a 
southerner. A similar effect is not found in the 1997 non-southerners model. This might be due to the difference 
in number of respondents falling within that category (nonidsym): for the 1997 southern sample, it is 34 
respondents; while for the 1997 non-southern sample, it is a larger number of respondents, N=78.  
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status controls fail to reach significance, including those such as age and income which have 
consistently proven in previous analyses to be a significant predictor of tolerance for 
interracial dating.  
Table 22: Logistic Regression of Southern Identification, Symbolic Understanding, and Demographic 
Controls on Support for Integration (SFP 91) 
----------------------------------------------------------- 
 segregation | Odds Ratio   Std. Err.      z    P>|z|      
-------------+--------------------------------------------- 
     southid |    .908167   .2436372    -0.36   0.720       
    racesym1 |   1.000374   .2288569     0.00   0.999      
     deepsou |   .6605015   .1209652    -2.26   0.024      
        male |   .8371556   .1586792    -0.94   0.348      
    hispanic |   .3653421   .2206229    -1.67   0.095      
  entirelife |   .8177363   .1656397    -0.99   0.321      
         age |   .9991199   .0056542    -0.16   0.876      
      suburb |   .7490054   .1939884    -1.12   0.264      
        town |    .698301   .1686883    -1.49   0.137      
       rural |   .4894085    .125278    -2.79   0.005      
        lths |   .3441974   .1300198    -2.82   0.005      
          hs |   .4582166   .1100415    -3.25   0.001      
         col |   .6596888   .1609155    -1.71   0.088      
        lt20 |   1.344682   .4386162     0.91   0.364      
   bt20and50 |   1.044238   .2457772     0.18   0.854      
    notrelig |   1.143894   .3113507     0.49   0.621     
N=550 
 Similar to the analysis of the interracial dating item, once the interaction term 
between identification and symbolic understanding is included the odds ratio for symbolic 
understanding becomes implausibly large and the coefficient for the interaction term 
becomes quite small (Table 23). After dropping symbolic understanding from the model, the 
significant effect of the interaction term is eliminated, suggesting that the significance of the 
item was once again due to the small number of cases contained within the symbolic 
understanding measure once (Table 24)26. The addition of the interaction term, moreover, 
does not mediate the effect of any of the measures that were found to be significant in the 
initial analysis of tolerance for integration, most importantly the effect of residing in the 
Deep South persists.  
                                                 
26
 Substituting the original “idsym” interaction term for the  alternative “nonidsym” term that was shown in the 
interracial dating analysis to be a more effective indicator of tolerance, I find that within this analysis the 
alternative measure does not quite reach statistical significance (z=0.34) 
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Table 23: Logistic Regression of Southern Identification, Symbolic Understanding, Southern 
Identification and Symbolic Understanding Interaction Term, and Demographic Controls on 
Support for Integration (SFP 91) 
 
---------------------------------------------------------- 
 segregation | Odds Ratio   Std. Err.      z    P>|z|      
-------------+-------------------------------------------- 
     southid |   1.143766   .3328541     0.46   0.644      
    racesym1 |   3.336946   2.313626     1.74   0.082      
       idsym |   .2488936   .1822926    -1.90   0.058      
     deepsou |   .6692614   .1228017    -2.19   0.029      
        male |   .8207069   .1564485    -1.04   0.300      
    hispanic |   .3774028   .2275279    -1.62   0.106      
  entirelife |   .8222484   .1666071    -0.97   0.334     
         age |    .999118   .0056599    -0.16   0.876      
      suburb |   .7361725   .1916375    -1.18   0.239      
        town |    .686183   .1664092    -1.55   0.120      
       rural |   .4792451   .1231678    -2.86   0.004       
        lths |   .3668506   .1387019    -2.65   0.008      
          hs |   .4794116   .1156932    -3.05   0.002      
         col |   .6875074   .1688675    -1.53   0.127      
        lt20 |   1.269767   .4173201     0.73   0.467      
   bt20and50 |   .9983726   .2371235    -0.01   0.995      
    notrelig |   1.095037    .300522     0.33   0.741      
--------------------------------------------------------- 
N=550 
 
 
 
Table 24: Logistic Regression of Southern Identification, Southern Identification and Symbolic 
Understanding Interaction Term, and Demographic Controls on Support for Integration (SFP 
91) 
 
segregation | Odds Ratio   Std. Err.      z    P>|z|      
-------------+-------------------------------------------- 
     southid |   .9466287   .2589752    -0.20   0.841      
       idsym |   .8229864   .2041736    -0.79   0.432        
     deepsou |   .6608476   .1210763    -2.26   0.024      
        male |   .8500336   .1606578    -0.86   0.390      
    hispanic |   .3617616   .2191158    -1.68   0.093      
  entirelife |   .8146341   .1650264    -1.01   0.312       
         age |   .9990494   .0056542    -0.17   0.867      
      suburb |   .7517482   .1947458    -1.10   0.271      
        town |   .7012638   .1693716    -1.47   0.142      
       rural |   .4883042   .1250745    -2.80   0.005      
        lths |   .3408501   .1284203    -2.86   0.004      
          hs |   .4564464   .1095271    -3.27   0.001      
         col |   .6579838   .1603354    -1.72   0.086      
        lt20 |   1.316831   .4303356     0.84   0.400      
   bt20and50 |   1.024186   .2418321     0.10   0.919      
    notrelig |   1.144696   .3116702     0.50   0.620      
---------------------------------------------------------- 
N=550 
 
 All of my analyses point to several important conclusions.  First, the South is not as 
different demographically from the rest of the nation as stereotypes would lead one to 
believe. Second, the relationship between residence and racial intolerance is clear, but the 
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relationship between southern identification and racial intolerance is just as evident in the 
bivariate relationships and sometimes is even stronger than the residency relationship. Third, 
while the inclusion of the southern identification items and symbolic understanding items 
does eliminate effect of residency, the introduction of the interaction term (and the alternative 
interaction term used in later analyses) offers even greater theoretical clarity, allowing me to 
speculate exactly “who” amongst white southerners are intolerant. Finally, yet upon 
controlling for demographic characteristics, residence/regional influences, and my main 
variables of interest, indicators of “ascriptive southerness” still persist in shaping racial 
intolerance-namely accent and residence in the Deep South. Thus, my suggested explanations 
of why white southerners are racially intolerant do not effectively capture the explanation for 
why this regional difference exists. 
CHAPTER VI 
Discussion and Conclusion: 
 
 
 I started this project with a question: What is it about living in the South or growing 
up in the South that encourages racial intolerance among whites? The relationship between 
residence in the South and racial intolerance has an established history in social science 
literature; yet there is little explanation of why this link exists. Furthermore, the limited 
explanation the literature currently provides is based on speculation and personal perspective, 
not actual measurement and analysis (Dixon and Rosenbaum 2004; Middleton 1976; Quillian 
1996; Reed 1982). I believe that it is not simple residence in the South that leads one to have 
an increased likelihood of racial intolerance. Although based on the now routine inclusion of 
a residency variable in most researchers’ models, one could surmise that most people accept 
the basic equation that southern residence equals racial prejudice. It is illogical to think that 
there is something that the southern soil emits or that the southern breeze disperses that 
would necessarily make one a racist. Yet year after year social scientists find suggestive 
evidence that for some thus far unexplained reason people who live in the South are in fact 
less racially tolerant. I sought to explain this link with two suggested mediating mechanisms: 
southern identification and symbolic understanding of the South. 
 I believed that accounting for whether or not people self-identified as southern, as 
well as the types of symbols they associate with the South, particularly the use of racialized 
vs. non-racialized symbolic understandings, would provide a better and more comprehensible 
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explanation of the relationship between southern residency and racial intolerance than would 
residency alone. Perhaps it is southerners who hold ascriptively southern attributes and 
therefore see themselves (and know others see them) as southern who feel a pressure to 
uphold what was called the “cardinal” trait of a southerner: racial intolerance. Alternatively, 
maybe it is those southerners who hold onto specific meanings or definitions of the South 
and resist constructing new symbolic definitions who are the racially intolerant culprits, 
responsible for giving prejudiced responses in national surveys that cause academics to 
conclude that southerners as a whole are more racist. The Southern Focus Polls allowed me 
to assess these items, which are not found in other data sets and have therefore, received little 
attention or interest from researchers interested in race relations. It was my hypothesis that 
controlling for southern identification and symbolic understanding among whites would 
reduce, if not nullify entirely, the effect of residency.  
  The conclusions I can draw from my findings, however, are not entirely 
straightforward. The inclusion of the southern identification and symbolic understanding 
items does not accomplish much on its own; there was no residency effect to mediate for the 
1997 models and for the 1991 models, residency was not included within the data. Therefore, 
my initial expectations that these variables would be significant in lieu of the residency item 
were not supported. It is actually the inclusion of the interaction term between the two that 
allows me to isolate a small sub-group of southern whites that appear to hold attitudes less 
racially tolerant than not just the rest of the nation, but even their fellow southerners. Models 
that included this item had greater, if admittedly still limited, explanatory power. 
 Could this small group of folk be behind the reoccurring disparity researchers have 
found between those who live in the non-South vs. the South-that it is those southerners who 
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both identify as southern and offer racialized symbolic understandings of the South that 
researchers are tapping into when they find this link between residency and racial 
intolerance. Given the persistent significance of the other items highly correlated with 
southerness--accent and residence in the Deep South--that conclusion is unlikely. In the 1997 
multivariate regression models, accent continues to significantly reduce racial tolerance.  
Likewise in the 1991 models, Deep South residence also continues to significantly impede 
racial tolerance even after controls for southern identification, symbolic understanding, and 
the interaction term are introduced. These measures tap qualities of “southerness” that while I 
had earlier speculated would be associated with a greater likelihood to claim a southern 
identity, I had failed to predict their independent effect on whites’ racial tolerance, beyond 
their relationship with southern identification. Therefore, I can only state that these qualities 
that mark whites as more “ascriptively” southern (even if that individual does not necessary 
identify himself or herself as such) are somehow linked to holding racial attitudes that have 
been described as traditionally or stereotypically southern, that is racially prejudiced. Exactly 
how this link between ascriptive southern qualities and racial intolerance functions can and 
should be a topic of future research.  
  Thus, my model does not fully account for why most white southerners are more 
likely to be racially intolerant so much as it is able to provide a rationale for a small select 
group. For whites who self-identify as southern and offer a racialized symbolic 
understanding of the region, there appears to be a desire (perhaps to these respondents, even 
a duty) to represent and remember the South as it was in times long gone, a place where the 
races had clear, separate designations in society and in people’s belief systems. It was a 
South where interracial dating was not just intolerable but abhorrent and segregation of the 
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races was not just a social custom, but enforced by law. These whites who both self-proclaim 
themselves as southerners and immortalize the South in that fashion are predictably much 
more likely to indicate less tolerance for decreased social distance between the races. 
However, what is even more important and which my models do address is that this is a 
defined group, and it is not all southern whites or even most of them who share this vision of 
the South. There are those whites in the region, as small a percentage as they might be, who 
see the South in a wholly different light when they symbolically racialize the region and have 
attitudes that are decidedly more racially tolerant.  
 The inclusion of a residency variable alone would not have been able to sufficiently 
isolate these two groups: self-identified southerners who use racialized symbols to describe 
the region and exhibit increased racial intolerance and non-identifying southerners who also 
use racialized symbols but exhibit decreased racial intolerance, or offer as much precision as 
the more defined southern identification and symbolic understanding interaction item (as 
well as its alternative version) does. The unique relationship between choice of a racialized 
symbol (and the type of racial symbol offered) and expression of racial tolerance appears to 
be a factor of whether one chooses to self-identify as a southerner. As previously discussed 
the interrelations between these concepts likely reflects the differing motivations that would 
inspire a person to choose a racialized symbol to describe the region, to voluntarily self-
identify as southern, and to express either racially tolerant or intolerant attitudes. My 
analyses were able to define these relationships with much greater conceptual clarity than 
previous work looking solely at the effect of region of residency; this paper demonstrates one 
characteristic (the interaction between self-identification and symbolic understanding) that 
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more accurately delineates who among southerners is more likely to be racially tolerant, as 
well as who among those southerners are less likely to exhibit tolerance.  
  The significant and strong effects of living in the Deep South and having a detectable 
southern accent are admittedly an indication that while residence in the South does not, in 
and of itself, explain white southerners’ lower levels of racial tolerance, neither do my 
suggested items of southern identification and symbolic understanding. There is still a 
persistent relationship between racial intolerance and being a “southerner” (possessing 
specific traits related to “southerness”) that my models do not successfully describe or 
explain. However, the greater clarity my models obtain over past models that included only 
residence/region items and demographic and socioeconomic controls (at either the individual 
or state level) shows that the evidenced link is more complex than past and current research 
has suggested. I hope my paper is only the first step in seeking to clarify what exactly it is 
about the “southerness” of the South that appears to depress racial tolerance.  
 This paper shows that better indicators of “southerness” need to be employed when 
discussing the regional effect on racial tolerance, residency of region is not the most accurate 
or theoretically useful option. Additionally, this paper suggests that there are many 
dimensions associated with southerness—social, psychological, physical, and symbolic—all 
of which offer researchers innovative measures on which to build future models seeking to 
explain regional differences (beyond those differences in racial attitudes). Finally, my 
research suggests the importance of employing measures related to identity and symbolic 
understanding when conducting research on race relations by  indicating that who a person 
identifies themselves as being and the type of symbolic ideals that they connect to that 
identity are just as important in influencing their racial attitudes as more traditional 
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demographic and socioeconomic variables. These types of indicators have gone largely 
unresearched in past and present race relations literature (Quillian 2006). In the future, the 
challenge to social scientists will be to do more to explain the link between residence, 
“ascriptive southerness”, the social psychological and symbolic dimensions of regional 
identity, and racial intolerance than simply proving decade after decade that it is still there.  
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